
Appendix 1: Primary Sources 

Documents in Appendix: 
1. Image of Henry M. Withers, from John Alexander, Mosby’s Men (New York, The Neale 

Pub. Co., 1907), 70. 
Online: https://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433081800470?urlappend=%3Bseq=85 

 
Withers Family 

2. Franz V. Recum, Withers – America (New York, 1949), 37, 88-89. 
Genealogical information on the Withers family.  
Excerpts related to Henry M. Withers and his immediate family. 
 

3. United States Census of 1860, Schedule 1 – Free Inhabitants in the County of Culpeper, 
Virginia, July 26, 1860. 
Listing of Pickett Withers’s family in Culpeper County, Virginia. 
 

4. United States Census of 1860, Schedule 2 – Slave Inhabitants in the County of 
Culpeper, Virginia, July 26, 1860. 
Listing of twenty individuals enslaved by Pickett Withers in Culpeper County, Virginia. 

 
5. Deed, Henry M. Withers et al to Cave W. English, December 14, 1889, Deed Book 

Volume 24, Culpeper County Clerk of Court Office, Culpeper, Virginia. 
Deed between Henry Withers and siblings and his brother-in-law for the sale of family 
land in Culpeper County, Virginia. 

 
6. “Laurence Armour Is Married,” Chicago Tribune, January 12, 1911. 

Notice of Lacy Withers’s marriage to Laurance Armour. 
 

7. “Miss Withers Engaged,” The New York Times, September 7, 1921. 
Notice of Mary Pierce Withers’s marriage to Clive Runnells. 
 

8. Kansas City Times, September 26, 1902 
Withers family advertisement for a white cook. 

 
Service in the Confederate Army During the American Civil War 

9. Service Record of Henry Withers, RG 109 Compiled Service Records of Confederate 
Soldiers Who Served in Organizations from the State of Virginia, National Archives and 
Records Administration. 
Provided by Fold3. 
 

https://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433081800470?urlappend=%3Bseq=85


10. CHAP. LXIII.‐‐An Act to organize bands of Partisan Rangers, April 21, 1862, The Statutes 
at Large of the Confederate States of America, Commencing with the First Session of 

the First Congress; 1862 (Richmond: R. M. Smith, Printer to Congress, 1862), 48. 

Online: https://hdl.handle.net/2027/dul1.ark:/13960/t2t44gv72 
 

11. “Reminiscences of a Mosby’ Raider,” The Pacific Commercial Advertiser (Honolulu, HI), 

July 12, 1908. 

Henry Withers’s 1908 interview about his time as a Mosby Ranger, reprinted from the 
Kansas City Journal. 
Online: https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn85047084/1908‐07‐12/ed‐1/seq‐11/ 

 

12. General Robert E. Lee to Secretary of War James A. Sheddon, August 16, 1864, The 

War of the Rebellion: A Compilation of the Official Records of the Union and 

Confederate Armies, ser. 1, vol. XLIII (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 

1893), 633. 

Letter to the Confederate Secretary of War about the Mosby Ranger Greenback Raid in 
1864. 
Online: https://hdl.handle.net/2027/coo.31924080776929 

 
The University of Virginia: Student and Alumnus 

13. Catalogue of the University of Virginia, Forty‐Fifth Session 1868‐1869 (Baltimore: The 

Sun Book and Job Printing Establishment, 1869). 

Excerpt containing Withers listed as a student in the 1868‐1869 session, description of 
the Law Department classes, outline of degrees and certificates of distinction, and 
information on tuition. 
Online: https://hdl.handle.net/2027/uva.x002400138 
 

14. Catalogue of the University of Virginia, Forty‐Sixth Session 1869‐1870 (Richmond: 

James E. Goode’s Steam Presses, 1870). 

Excerpt containing Withers listed as a student in the 1869‐1870 session. 
 
Kansas City, Missouri: Law, Business, Politics 

15. United States Census of 1870, Schedule 1 – Inhabitants of Kansas City 1st Ward, 
Jackson County, Missouri, September 20, 1870. 
Withers listed as a lawyer in Kansas City, Missouri. 
 

16. John Henry Hubbell, Hubbell's Legal Directory for Lawyers And Business Men (New 
York: The Hubbell publishing company, 1893), 109. 
Listing for Withers and Strother law office. 
Online: https://hdl.handle.net/2027/njp.32101043028958 

 



17. “Mr. Withers Appointed,” The Kansas City Times, May 23, 1884. 
Withers appointed Prosecuting Attorney for Jackson County by Missouri Governor 
Thomas Crittenden. 

 
18. South McAlester Capital (McAlester, OK), November 6, 1902. 

Withers’s interest in real estate in South McAlester, OK. 
 

19. South McAlester Capital (McAlester, OK), February 25, 1904. 
Withers’s interest in real estate in South McAlester, OK. 
 

20. The Kansas City Times, September 5, 1872. 
Withers as member of Kansas City’s Young Men’s Democratic Club. 

 
21. “Democratic Doings,” The Kansas City Times, March 29, 1881. 

Withers speech on voting Democrat as a public business matter. 
 

22. Henry M. Withers to David Rowland Francis, December 17, 1888, Office of Governor, 
Record Group 3.27; Missouri State Archives, Jefferson City.  
Withers letter to incoming Missouri Governor asking him to appoint Withers’s 
acquaintance Arthur M. Hough to the office of Adjutant General. 
Online: http://cdm16795.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/msafran/id/869 
 

23. Henry M. Withers to David Rowland Francis, January 2, 1889, Office of Governor, 
Record Group 3.27; Missouri State Archives, Jefferson City.  
Withers letter to Missouri Governor asking him to appoint asking him to appoint J.W. 
Kettle to the position of Coal Oil Inspector. 
Online: http://cdm16795.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/msafran/id/2091 

 
24. Moberly Evening Democrat (Moberly, MO), December 30, 1903. 

Wither support for James Folk as Missouri governor. 
 

Confederate Veteran Organizations  
25. “Veterans of the South,” Kansas City Star, August 17, 1891. 

Withers served on the reception committee for the Ex-Confederates Association annual 
reunion. 
 

26. Official Manual of the State of Missouri For the Years 1893-1894 (Jefferson City, MO: 
Tribune Printing Company, 1893), 321 
Withers listed as member of Executive Committee of Ex-Confederate Association. 
Online: https://hdl.handle.net/2027/mdp.39015056700852 

 
27. 3d Reunion of 43rd Battalion, VA Cavalry, Mosby's Men, Richmond, VA, July 1, 1896. 

http://cdm16795.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/msafran/id/869
http://cdm16795.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/msafran/id/2091
https://hdl.handle.net/2027/mdp.39015056700852


Withers pictured. Photo and name key from Bruce Boynton, “A Scottsville Teen in 
Mosby’s Rangers: Henry G. Harris, 
https://scottsvillemuseum.com/war/harris/home.html 

 
28. “Confederate Veterans’ Staff,” The Kansas City Star, February 23, 1905. 

Withers selected to serve as the Adjutant-General and Chief of Staff for the Western 
Brigade of the Missouri Division of the United Confederate Veterans. Excerpt includes 
picture of Withers. 

 
29. Official Proceedings of the Tenth Annual Reunion of the Missouri Division, United 

Confederate Veterans (Jefferson City, MO: Hugh Stephens Printing Company). 
Excerpt. Withers appointed to lead the Western Brigade of the Missouri Division of the 
United Confederate Veterans during the Division’s reunion and was given the temporary 
rank of Brigadier-General. Excerpt includes picture of Withers. 
Online: https://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.$b540567 

 
30. “Ex-Confederates Meet in Elk Springs,” King City Chronicle (King City, MO), September 

8, 1905. 
Withers was a speaker at the annual reunion of the Nevada Camp 662 of the United 
Confederate Veterans in Nevada, Missouri. 

 
31. The Southwest Mail (Nevada, MO), August 11, 1905. 

Withers was a speaker at the annual reunion of the Nevada Camp 662 of the United 
Confederate Veterans in Nevada, Missouri. 

 
32. The Weekly Post (Nevada, MO), August 18, 1905. 

Announcement of Ex-Confederate/United Confederate Veterans picnic and Withers 
speech. 
 

33. “A Great Reunion,” The Weekly Post (Nevada, MO), September 1, 1905. 
Note: The newspaper was printed with the incorrect date of August 1, 1905 on the 
newspaper, and in pencil it is again mis-dated as August 25, 1905. 
Withers described as “the orator of the day” at a Confederate veteran reunion. 
 

34. “War Incidents Recalled,” The Kansas City Times, October 4, 1905. 
Newspaper account of Withers speech at Confederate veteran reunion quoted him as 
saying “There are no greater people on earth than those who live South of the Mason 
Dixon line. The only pure Anglo-Saxon blood in this country to-day is there.” 

 
35. St. Louis Post Dispatch on October 4, 1905. 

Account of Withers’s speech reprinted. 
 

36. “Confederates Are Here,” The Weekly Post (Nevada, MO), October 2, 1908. 

https://scottsvillemuseum.com/war/harris/home.html
https://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.$b540567


A report that Withers’s spoke at a Confederate reunion about teaching the Civil War in 
schools and his idea that “If the negro is not deported, he will some day break down our 
civilization.” 
 

37. Southwest Mail, October 2, 1908. 
An account of Withers’s Confederate reunion speech that reported he discussed “states 
rights and the negro question.” 

 
Death of Henry Withers 

38. “Death of Henry Withers,” Kansas City Times, December 26, 1908. 
 

39. Kansas City Star, December 27, 1908. 
 

40. “He Served with Mosby,” Kansas City Star, December 27, 1908. 
 

41. Confederate Veterans Vol 17 (1909), 88. 
Online: https://hdl.handle.net/2027/chi.24783262 

 
42. Leavenworth Times, 26 December 1908. 

 
43. Inventory of the Estate of Henry M. Withers, No. 9456, Probate Court of Jackson 

County, Missouri.  
Full probate record available online at Ancestry Library Edition (Netbadge): 
https://search.ancestrylibrary.com/cgi-
bin/sse.dll?indiv=1&dbid=9071&h=2442623&tid=&pid=&usePUB=true 
 

Henry Malcolm Withers Hall and Remembrances 
44. Photograph, Mrs. Laurence Armour and UVA President Frank Hereford at the 

Dedication of Withers Hall, Papers of the Law School Foundation, University of Virginia 
Law Library Special Collections. 
Online: https://archives.law.virginia.edu/records/rg/107-06/digital/9694 

45. Lacy Withers Armour to Edgar Shannon, Jr., July 17, 1973, Box 29, RG 100-78, Papers of 
the Dean, University of Virginia Law Library Special Collections. 
 

46. Brenda Karickhoff, “New Scholarships Lure Well-Qualified,” Virginia Law Weekly, 
October 19, 1984. 
Article about Armour scholarships. 

 
47. “School Receives $2.8 Million Grant,” Virginia Law Weekly, September 23, 1983. 

Article about Armour gift to the University. 
 

48. “Around North Grounds,” Virginia Law Weekly, October 12, 1984. 

https://hdl.handle.net/2027/chi.24783262
https://search.ancestrylibrary.com/cgi-bin/sse.dll?indiv=1&dbid=9071&h=2442623&tid=&pid=&usePUB=true
https://search.ancestrylibrary.com/cgi-bin/sse.dll?indiv=1&dbid=9071&h=2442623&tid=&pid=&usePUB=true
https://archives.law.virginia.edu/records/rg/107-06/digital/9694


 
49. Virginia Law Weekly, October 19, 1984. 

Image and caption of Withers Hall naming ceremony. 
 

50. Donald McEachin, “Grievances,” Virginia Law Weekly, February 8, 1985. 
 

51. Connie Clay, “So you’re black and you want to come to law school in Virginia?” 
Virginia Law Weekly, March 1, 1865. 
 

52. Eric Buckland, “Mosby’s Rangers,” presentation to the Bull Run Civil War Roundtable, 
December 13, 2018.  
Online: http://brcwrt.org/?page_id=650 
PowerPoint presentation excerpt showing Henry Withers Hall as example of 
accomplishment of Mosby’s Rangers. 
 

53. “Henry M. Withers – A Fortunate Man,” posted to Eric Buckland Facebook page, circa 
2014.  
Online: 
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10202564609711281.1073741840.16774
63897&type=3 

 
  

http://brcwrt.org/?page_id=650
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10202564609711281.1073741840.1677463897&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10202564609711281.1073741840.1677463897&type=3
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104 .

CHARLES WITHERS (IV ) 17 . . - 18. . ,

son of James and Sarah (Pickett ) Withers ( III) 32 , was
born in Fauquier County , Va . , about the year 1788 and mar

ried there in December 1807 (marriage bond date is Dec .

21 , 1807 ) MARIA PRELMAN . After 1820 they moved to Ohio .

Issue of Charles and Maria Withers ; ( v ) 344 .

I , Sarah Withers Elkins 344 .

105 .

LUCY WITHERS COONS ( IV ) 17 . . - 18 . . ,

daughter of James and Sarah (Pickett) Withers (III ) 32 ,

married JESSE COONS of Culpeper County , Va . A deed of

trust made in that County in 1820 shows that she was li

ving at that time .

106 .

MARTIN WITHEKS ( IV ) 1792 - 1870 ,

son of James and Sarah (Pickett) Withers ( III) 32 , was

born in Fauquier County , Va . , in 1792 . He became a Cap

tain of the Fauquier County Militia . Prom 1850 on he li

vea with his brother Pickett Withers in Culpeper County,

Va . In 1844 he wrote a brief genealogical sketch of the

Withers family , describing his greatgranafather James Wi

thers as “ of Bristol , England . " He died in Culpeper

County , Va . , in 1870 .

107 .

PICKETT KI THERS ( IV ) 1793 - 1865,

son of James and Sarah (Pickett ) Withers (III ) 32 , was

born in Fauquier County , Va . , in 1793 and married in Geor

ge town , D . C . , on Sept. 8 , 1821 EMILY WIGGINTON, the dau

ghter of Benjamin and Mary Wigginton , who was born in

Culpeper County , Va . , in December 1800 . In 1829 Pickett

Withers bought a house in Jefferson ton , Culpeper County .

He became a Colonel of the Virginia Militia and aied in

Culpeper County , Va . , on Jan . 25 , 1865 . Emily (Wiggin

ton ) Withers died there on April 6 , 1889 .

Issue of Fickett and Emily Withers; (v ) 345 - 351.

I , Mary Wigbinton Withers english 345 ; 2 , Benjamin Wig

sinton Withers 346 ; 3 , Julia Mannering Withers 347 ;

4 , Lyttleton Withers 348 ; 5 , Sarah Pickett Withers Eng

lish 349 ; 6 , Pickett Withers 350 ; 7 , Henry M . Withers 351 .

108 .

JAMES WI THERS ( IV ) 1771 - 1849,

son of John and Rosamond ( Duncan ) Withers ( III) 33, was
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345 .

MARY WIGGINTON WITHEKS ENGLISH (V ) 1826 - 1865 ,

daughter of Pickett and Emily (Wigginton ) Withers (IV ) 107 ,

was born in Culpeper County , Va . , on Aug . 14 , 1826 and mar

ried there on April 15 , 1851 her cousin CAVE WITHEKS ENG
LISH , the son of Zephaniah and Sarah Jennings (Withers )

English ( IV ) 212 , who was born in Fauquier County , Va . , on

Dec . 20 , 1823 and died in Culpeper County , Va . , on Nov . 7 ,

1908 . Mary W . (Withers) English aied there on Oct. 25 , 1865 .

346 .

BENJAMIN WIGGINTON WITHERS ( V ) 1829- 1896 ,

son of Pickett and emily (Wibbinton ) Withers ( IV ) 107, was

born in Culpeper County , Va . , on May II , 1829 and married

MARGALT . . . , by whom he had I child . He settled in How

ard County , Mo . , in 1864 and remarried in Yayette County ,

No . , on Oct . II, 1893 ELIZABETH WRIGHT, who had no issue .

He died in Howard County , Mo . , on Jan . 19, 1896 .

Issue of Benjamin Wigginton and Margaret Withers ; (VI ) 725 .

I , . . . Withers 725 .

347 .

JULIA MANNEKING WI THEKS ( V ) 1832 - 1919 ,

uaughter of Pickett and Emily (Wigginton ) Withers ( IV) 107 ,

was born in Culpeper County , Va . , on May 6 , 1832 and died

there urmarriea on Sept . 3 , 1919 .

348 .

LYTTLETON WITHERS ( V ) 1834 - 1894 ,

son of rickett ana umily (Wigginton ) Withers ( IV ) 107 , was

born in Culpeper County , Va . , on July 27 , 1834 and married

in Alexanaria , Va . , on April 23, 1868 SAKAH JANE POWELL ,
the daughter of John Levin and Maria (Grady ) Powell , who

was born on Nov . 15 , 1839 and aiea in Washington , D . C . ,

on March 2 , 1909. Lyttleton Withers aiea there on Dec . 24 ,

1894 .

Issue of Lyttleton and Sarah Jane Withers ; (VI) 726 - 729.

I , Powell Withers 726 ; 2 , Florence Withers Nye McCarthy

727; 3 , Louise Withers Benedict 728 ; 4 , Benjamin Withers
729 .

349 .

SAKAH PICKETT WI THEKS ENGLISH (V ) 1837 - 1929 ,

daughter of Pickett and Emily (Wigzinton ) Withers ( IV ) 107 ,

was born in Culpeper County , Va . , on Feb . 25 , 1837 and war

ried there on Oct. 5 , 1868 her cousin CAVE WITHERS ENGLISH ,

the son of Zephaniah and Sarah Jennings (Withers) English
( IV ) 212 , who was born in Fauquier County , Va . , on Dec . 20 ,
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1823 and died in Culpeper County , Va . , on Nov. 7 , 1908 .

Sarah H . (Withers ) English aied there in 1929 .

350 .

PICKETT WI THEKS ( V ) 1842 - 1852 ,

son of Pickett and Emily (Wigginton ) Withers ( IV ) 107, was

born in Culpeper County , Va . , on June 24 , 1842 and died

there on Sept. 21 , 1852 .

351 .

HENRY W . WITHERS ( V ) 1845 - 1908 ,

son of Pickett and Emily (wigginton ) Withers ( IV ) 107 , was

born in Culpeper County , Va . , on May 16 , 1845 and married

MARY PIERCE , the daughter of Colonel Shanghai Pierce . Hen

ry M . fithers was a lawyer in Kansas City , Mo . , where he

died on Dec . 25 , 1908 . Mary (Pierce) Withers died there in

January 1923 .

Issue of Henry M . and Mary Withers ; ( VI ) 730 -733 .

I , Lacy Withers Armour 730 ; 2 , Mary Withers kunnels 731 ;

3 , fierce Withers 732 ; 4 , Pickett Withers 733 .

352 .

SANFORD B . WITHEKS ( V ) 1799 - 1843,

son of James and ülizabeth Rousseau (Kerr ) Withers ( IV )

108 , was born in Lincoln County , Ky . , on Sept . 15 , 1799

and aied there unmarried on Dec . 28 , 1843 .

353 .

JOHN KERR WI THERS ( V ) 1802 - 1833 ,

son of James and Elizabeth Rousseau ( Kerr ) Withers ( IV )

108 , was born in Lincoln County , Ky . , on April 15 , 1802.

He studied medicine in Lexington , Ky . , and started prac

tising in Natchez , Miss . Later he moved to Arkansas , whe

re he died unmarried in November 1833 .

354 .

ELIZABETH ROUSSEAU WITHERS LUNCEFORD ( V ) 1804 - 1851,

daughter of James and Elizabeth Rousseau (Kerr ) Withers

( IV ) 108 , was born in Lincoln County , Ky . , on Sept . 15 ,

1804 and married there in 1825 LEWIS LUNCEFORD , the son of

Khodam and Clementine ( Bali ) Luncefora , who was born in

1797 and died in 1857 . Elizabeth housseau (Withers ) Lunce

ford died in Lincoln County , Ky . , in 1851 .

355 .

HENRY 4 . WITHERS ( V ) 1808 - 1879 ,

son of James and Elizabeth kousseau (Kerr ) Withers ( IV )

108 , was born in Lincoln County , Ky . , on Sept. 28 , 1808
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Chicago Tribune (Chicago, Illinois) ·  12 Jan 1911, Thu ·  Page 12
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The New York Times (New York, New York) ·  7 Sep 1921, Wed ·  Page 13

Downloaded on Jul 7, 2020
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The Kansas City Times (Kansas City, Missouri) ·  26 Sep 1902, Fri ·  Page 6
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48 FIRST CONGRESS. Sess. I. Ch. 63, 64. 1862.

thereof before a court of inquiry, be cashiered or suspended from the

service of the Confederate States, or be publicly reprimanded, according
to the aggravation of the offence, and in addition to a sentence cash-
iering any such officer, he may also be declared incapable of holding
any military office under the Confederate States during the war.

Duty of all officers Seo. 2 That it shall be the duty of all officers to report to the com-
to make rep or t

^^^^-^^^
^^^^^, ^^ ^j^g post, regiment or corps to which they belong,

all cases coming under their observation of intoxication of commis-
siorued officers, whether of superior or inferior grades to themselves;
and it shall be the duty of the commanding officer of the division or

brigade to which said po t, regiment or corps belongs, to whom such
report ma)' be made, to report the same to the officer commanding the

Court for the trial brigade Or division, who shall organize said court and order the trial of
of offenders. said offender at the earliest time consistent with the public service.

Findings of the Sec 3. The findings of any such court shall be promptly transmit-
*^°"'''- led to the Secretary of War, by the commanding officer, together with

his approval or disapproval thereof, and shall be reported to Congress
at the next session thereafter, by the said Secretary.

Approved April 21, 1862.

„, ,„.- Chap. LXIU. —An Act to organize l/ands of Fartisan Hangers.
April 21, 1862.

T, 1 , T, .•„„., The Conscress of the Covfederaie States of Jlmcrica do enact, Thnt the
Bands of Partisan ^ i i ■ i i i • i • • \ m

Bangers. President be and he is hereby authorized lo commission s'jch officers

as he may deem proper with authorit)' to form bands of Partisan Rangers,
in companies, battahons or regiments, cither as infantry or cavalry,
the companies, battalions or regiments to be composed each of such

numbers as the President may approve.

Pay rat-ions and ^^^- ^- ^^ it further enacted, That such Partisan Rangers, after
quarters. being regularly received into service, shall be entitled to the same pay,

rations and quarters during their term of service, and be subject to the

same regulations as other soldiers.
„. „ Sec. 3. Be it further enacted, That for any arms and munitions of
ine Kai.gers en- .^ ' ii/»n*r> j

titled to full value of vvar captured from the enemv by any body of Partisan Rangers and

tu?ed,'"^
''*^' *'''^" delivered to any Quartermaster "at such place or places as may be

designated by a Commanding General, the Rangers shall be paid their

full value in such manner as the Secretary of War may prescribe.
Approved April 21, 1862.

April 21, 1862. Chap. L XIV.— ^ Bill [An Act] for tlie enlistment of CooJcs in tloe Army.

Enlistment of Cooks The Cougress of the Confederate States of America do enact, That
in the Army.

hereafter it shall be duty of the Captain or Commanding Officer of his
iheir duties. company to enlist four Cooks for the use of his company, whose duty

it shall be to cook for such company— taking charge of the supplies,
utensils and other things furnished therefor, and safely keep the

same, subject to such ndes and regulations as may be prescribed by
the War Department or the Colonel of the Regiment to which such

company may be attached :

May be white or [Sec. 2.] Be it further enacted, That the Cooks so directed to be

per'^ons"^
"" '""^^ enlisted, may be white or black, free or slave persons : Provided, how-

ProTiso. ever, That n'o slave shall be so enlisted, without the written consent of
bis owner. And such Cooks shall be enlisted as such only, and put
on the muster-roll and paid at the time and place the company may or
shall be paid off, twenty dollars per month to the Chief or Head Cook,
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THE SUNDAY ADVERTISER, JULY 12, 1908. 11
L

"
ai"

" " & 8 to be shot, but instead he was given
'five steps start' and then shot at.Nobody ever asked too closely if the
shot hit or raisseil, but I never saw
the corpse of a spy. The spy had a
tough time of it, anvwav."Reminiscences of

a Mosbv Raider
Stein-BIoc- h j

Smart

Clothes

his head," continued Mr. Withers. "He
had been strung Tip by Lieutenant Cole.
In the chase Puryear rod? past a dozen
Federals, straight for Lieutenant Cole.
Cole, seeing himself about to be cap-

tured, surrendered to me, and was
handing me his revolver when Puryear
rode up and killed him."

There is a scar on the back of Mr,
Withers' head, a souvenir of a dance
at Foster's house. Mosby took a de-

tachment to a dance there to capture
a number of Federal officers. Wearing
Federal overcoats,, the Mosby men got
through the lines all right, and into the
house where the dance was being given.

Henry M. Withers, Now a Member of the

Kansas City Bar, Became One When

but Fourteen Years of Age.

We have a good
thing for you:

1. A.V "iSX.
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THE SCHOOL-CHIL- D UP TO DATE.

Make haste to school, my little child,
Or else you will be late;

Your books are all aseptic now,
And here's your sterile slate.

lour pencil has been boiled an hour
lis germless, now, I hope;r

And don't forget to wash your desk
With this carbolic soap.

And lest about the schoolroom floor
Some unseen microbes lurk,

Just sprinkle formaline around
Before you set to work.

You'd better put, for safety's sake,
.memoriae in the ink:

lou must not dare to drink.
Of course, when recess comes around,

Some food you'll want to munch;
So in this, disinfected box

Is predigested lunch.
And since 'tis said that in a kiss

Bacteria mav dwell,
I may not give you, as I'd like,

A mother's fond farewell. Puck

fHh TRlTTH ALWAYS.
"When you are in doubt tell

the truth." It was an experi-
enced old diplomat who said thi3
to a beginner n the work. It
may pass in some things, but
lot in business. Fraud and de-
ception are often profitable so
long as concealed; yet detection
is certain sooner or later; then
comes the smash-u- p and the
punishment. The best and safest
way is to tell the truth all the
time. Thus you make friends
that stick by you, and a reputa-
tion that is always worth twen-
ty shillings to the pound every-
where your goods are offered for
sale, we are able modestly to
affirm, that it is on this basis
that the world-wid- e popularity of
WAMPOLE'S PREPARATION
rests. The people have discov-
ered that this medicine is exact-
ly what it is said to be, and
that it does what we have al-
ways declared it will do. Its na-
ture also has been' frankly made
known. It is palatable as honey
and contains all the nutritive and
curative properties of Pure Cod
Liver Oil, extracted by us from
fresh cod livers, combined with
the Compound Syrup of Hypo-phosphit- es

and the Extracts of
Malt and "Wild Cherry. A com-
bination of supreme excellence
and medicinal merit. Nothing
has been so successful in Ane-
mia, Scrofula, Bronchitis, Influ-
enza, Loss of Flesh and "Was-
ting Diseases, Weakness and Low
Nervous Tone, td all1 com-
plaints caused by Impure Blood.
Dr. Austin D. Irvine, of Canada,
says: "I have used it in cases
where cod liver oil was indica-
ted but could no be taken by
the patient, and the results fol-

lowing were very gratifying." It
cannot deceive or disappoint you,
is effective from the first dose
and comes to the rescue of those
who have receive! no benefit
from any other treatment. It
rsprenents the dawn of progress.
Sold b'" ftF, chemist evejwbexfc.

TM .1 . . .
juicy are me Dest in

America. Thev will fit

with a new style that you

have never met before.

Their workmanship is the

careiui attention of 53

years of clothes knowl-

edge.
s .van you tninK 01 any

other maker or seller who

can guarantee you as

much? And is it worth
the little time a try-o- n

takes ?
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FORT AND MERCHANT STREETS

Being armed and prepared, they found
no trouble in making prisoners. On

. fit i ,i - '

division of Federal troops passing in
front of the house. They remounted,
put their prisoners on their own horses,
which had been picketed at a fence,
and rode through the lines between
two regiments without their identity
being discovered. One of the prison-- ,
prs nmv tn i,0 nn fha cofl nf aon.
eral Meade. He had on him orders for
three days' movements of the trqtops.
General Lee got these within two
hours.
CAPTURING FEDERAL OFFICERS.

"We knew every foot of road in the
country, and there were so many de-

tachments moving around that it was
not surprising for one regiment not to
know, nor to care much, about what a
company or a squad r a lone man
might be," Mr. Withers explained.
"That accounts for General Mosby
taking a lot of us right into the middle
of 15,000 Federals, right into a hotel j

where General Stouton was, and right
into his bedroom. Lach of us picked
out an officer's bedroom, went in, woke
him, told him that to utter a murmur
meant instant death, and marched him
out of his own lines to our own. Gen-
eral Stouton could have touched his
own guns as he rode past them. We
were saluted time and again on that
march." 1

"Were you not afraid f" was a nat-
ural question.

"It was too funny. Nobody could
be afraid in a raid of that kind. It
was all we could do to keep from
laughing as we would look at General
Stouton and realize where we were and
what we were doing. One day a com-
mander rode in front of his lines to
reconnoiter. Two of our men, in blue,
rode up to him, showed their revolvers
at their hips, and told him and 5is
aide to go on with them or be killed
on the spot. Then, pointing with their
own hands as though showing the com-

mander a new road, they compelled the
prisoners to accompany them to Mos-
by 's camp.

"We traveled at night mostly. We
could do that, as we knew the roads.
We learned that a man in a strange
land, at night, surprised, is scared. SSo

we fought at night. Night would let
us get up to the enemy without harm,
fricrhten him and then cet awav wit.h- -

out hig being abie to f0u0w us, for
while we knew where we were going,
he did not. Then, too, we left in
squads so there was nobody to follow, I

always knowing where to rendezvous.
General Hunter came through there and '

burned everything burnable. Mosby
sent a famous letter to him saying he
would hold Hunter personally responsi-
ble and kill every one of Hunter's
command if he burned another house.
In two days Hunter left the district.
No more houses were burned. I
member one of Blazer 's men, a spy,
being caught and ordered shot. If&
was turned over to a comrade of mine

Another Car Load Just Received of.

'ftl

Garland Stoves
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Steel Ovens
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after Blazer and Blazer after us. We
saw in the wet ground it had been
raining that we were circling. Rich-

ardson decided to maneuver, and he
turned out of the trail to give the idea
that he had broken for the river to
cross and get away. Instead of going
as far as the river, he turned us into
a bit of timber, skirted by a stake and
rider fence, hid us in a swale and lay
in wait for Blazer to come in front of
us. Then we were to shoot into him.
But Blazer was clever as he was brave
and he had videttes out. They found
us, and, instead of coming in front of
us along the road, they came through
the timber on our flank, and company
A had to get out of that in short order.
Major Eichardson was afraid that
Blazer, whose men were armed with
long range rifles whereas we had but
pistols,would get protection from the
timber and kill the lot of us in that
swale. So he ordered company A to
take a new position, and company B
to remain in the swale till A had form-

ed again. Blazer saw us galloping out
of the draw and up towards the top of
the hill, and, thinking it was the entire
command in flight, he got into the road
and started down it at a fast trot, the
better to get at company A. That was
his fatal blunder. He did not know my
company was still in the brush, and,
just as he was abreast, we clapped
spurs into the flanks of our horses and
went at him. A company, hearing this,
wheeled around and came back to
where we were. For a minute they
say, though its seemed to me an age,
we fought, horse to horse, with pistols
The slaughter was fearful. We killed
or captured every man inthe command,
including Blazer himself. We had to
run him twelve miles to get him.

A MOSBY MAN'S REVENGE.

"The nexi day, in taking the prison-
ers to the rear, we came across a still.
Almost every man helped himself free-
ly, and it was 'three cheers for Major
Richardson,' and the prisoners joined i

in, and 'now three for Captain Blazer,'
and the Mosby men joined.

' ' There was a tragedy upon a trage-
dy in that Blazer fight, as the Mosby
men classify that particular engage-
ment. Puryear, the Mosby scout, who
had been taken prisoner that morning,
was with the Federals during the fight.
When the Blazer command broke and
ran, Puryear got hold of a revolver
and joined his fellow rangers in the
chase. He had but a single thought in
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Are the Mosby men long lived! lien-r- y

M. "Withers, a well known member

of the Kansas City bar, one of them

himself, says they are and he exhibits

his own great frame to show that four

years of the roughest sort of rough

riding and the succeeding forty odd

years have not weighed heavily upon

him. General Mosby, himself, is alive

and hearty in San Francisco, where he

is counsel for the Southern Pacific rail-

road, at seventy-fiv- e years of age, spare

in figure but alert as he was when he

was capturing generals and keeping 12,-00- 0

federal troops busy trying to

"clean him out" of the Shenandoah
valley and the Loudoun country.

Withers ran away" from school, stole

a horse and sneaked out of his country

in the night to John Mosby. He was

just fourteen years of age and was the

nineteenth "man" to join the com-

mand. When the company grew so big

it had to be divided, young Withers
was the first man chosen by the second

captain, going into company B. Mos-

by had about 700 men under his orders,
though he never went into a fight with
more than 200. They were kept in

i

their own district to harry the Union
troops, which were constantly maneuv-

ering over that part of the country.
Mosby 's business was to capture high
officers for their exchange value, and
to get quartermasters' trains and keep
a sharp eye out for paymasters. 3 The
rangers kept what they got, one fight
declaring a cash dividend of $2200, ac-

cording to history, but only $1800 ac-

cording to the memory of Private With-

ers. That was when the Mosby men

captured a train on which was a Union
army paymaster. He was found in the
baggage coach, hiding under a rubber
poncho, not for his own personal safety
but for the safety of his treasure. The
paymaster knew he would not be killed.
There was found to be $120,000 in his
chest. This was divided among each
ranger jn tne raid excepting uenerai
Mosby, who took nothing.

KEPT ALL THEY FOUND.

"We were permitted to keep every-
thing we found and for a long time
were under the black flag," said Mr.
Withers in relating some of his experi-
ences as a Mosby raider. "I went in
to the regiment on a mule but the third'
da after mv first fight, had a real !

good horse and an excellent pair of
boots. We took everything in sight.
Hoops were worn by the. fashionable
women in those days. I recollect com-

ing back from one raid with the neck
of every horse in the' command wear-
ing at least one' set of hoops."

Mosby 's men never fought as a regi-
ment. Instead of being kept in quar-
ters, the men lived around, alone or
up to four of them, in the farm houses.
Scouts would learn of the arrival of
Federals and a call would be sent for
the men to assemble at a certain place.
There they organized and went on the
trail. In the fight they fought each
man for himself, without any regard
whatever to fours right, right wheel,
deploy or anything else. They had two
orders. "Go ahead, boys," and
"skedaddle." The skedaddle order
was always obeyed as the Mosby men
enlisted to fight, not to die.

Yet they .lid some hard fighting. Gen-
eral Sherman permitted a Captain
Blazer to pick a regiment from 10,000
men especially to "clean out Mosby,"
and sent Blazer and his picked men
into th Shenandoah valley. Blazer
was from the Eighth Illinois cavalrv.
"and that regiment," said Mr. With-composo- d

' 'ors. was of the flower of
fighting men of history. I never read
01 taeir superiors. If the war did
nothing dse, it develoned in that

IlUnois cavalry a regiment of
i. :.t ii"HUH me two armies ought to be

' 5proud.
On one raid Blazer killed ten out of

fifteen of a Mosby picket and caught
. the other five. Several times he made

them take the skedaddle order, and
take it quick.

THE BLAZER FIGHT.
"One day," said Mr. Withers," Mos--b- y

said to my captain, I want you
to go over there into the vallev and
stay there till Blazer whips vou or
you whip Blazer,' and Major Kichard-&"n- ,

my commander, tnnfc A v
7 aim i t ITUIU- -

ranies over to the side of the moun-
tains. We were not there manr.davt 'd Blazer got wind of us and he 'caught
two of our scouts, one named rurvear.
He took Furyear off into the woodand turned him over to a Lieutenantlole who hung him three times to make
him toll our numbers, location andsame of our commander, rurvear re-
fused to the last, though he "thought
sure he was going to be hanged tilldead. That night our battaliontarted

"What do you expect to be when you come of age, my little manf " askeil
visitor. "Twenty-one,- " was the little man's reply. The Herald anl

i
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tired people and thirsty people nerve worn and brain weary
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Has more to it than wetness or sweetness. It relieves fatigue of brain, jf
body and nerves; quenches the thirst as nothing else will; jTrefreshes and pleases. yy
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Reports of General Robert E. Lee, C. 8. Army, of operations August

13, October 4 and 14.

Chaffin’s Bluff, August 16, 1864.

Colonel Mosby reports that he attacked the enemy’s supply train near Berryville on the 13th; captured and destroyed 75 loaded wagons and secured over 200 prisoners, including several officers, between 500 and 600 horses and mules, upward of 200 beef-cattle, and many valuable stores. Considerable number of the enemy killed and wounded. His loss 2 killed and 3 wounded.

B. E. LEE,

General.

Hon. J. A. Seddon,

Secretary of War.

Chaffin’s Bluff, October 9, 1864.

Colonel Mosby reports that a body of about a thousand of the enemy advanced up the Manassas road on the 4th [with] trains of cars loaded with railroad material and occupied Salem and Eectortown. He attacked them at Salem, defeating them, capturing fifty prisoners, all their baggage, camp equipage, stores, &c., and killed and wounded a considerable number. His loss, two wounded. Enemy is intrenched at Eectortown with two long trains of cars. The railroad is torn up and bridges burned in their rear and all communications cut.

E. E. LEE.

Hon. James A. Seddon,

Secretary of War.

Chaffin’s Bluff, October 16,1864. On the 14th instant Colonel Mosby struck the Baltimore and Ohio Eailroad at Duffield’s; destroyed U. S. military train consisting of locomotive and ten cars, securing twenty prisoners and fifteen horses. Among the prisoners are two paymasters with $168,000 in Government funds.

E. E. LEE.

Hon. James A. Seddon,

Secretary of War.

No. 5.

Reports of Lieut. Col. John S. Mosby, Forty-third Virginia Cavalry

Battalion.

Hdqrs. 43d Virginia Partisan Eanger Battalion,

September 11, 1864.

Colonel : I have the honor to submit, for the information of the commanding general, the following brief report of the operations of this command since the 1st day of March last:*

*For portion of report here omitted, see Yol. XXXIII, p. 248, and Yol. XXXVII, Part I, p. 2.
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OPERATIONS IN N. VA., W. VA., MD., AND PA.

[Chap. LV.

On August 9, with a detachment of tliirty-scvcu men, I defeated a body of 100 cavalry at Fairfax Station, killing the captain commanding* and 6 men, and capturing 21 prisoners and 34 horses. Two detachments sent out at the same time in Fairfax brought in 6 more prisoners and horses; another detachment of five sent to Duf-field’s Depot brought in 10 prisoners with their horses, &c.

On the morning of August 13 1 attacked, near Berryville, the enemy’s supply train, which was guarded by some 700 or 800 infantry and cavalry, under command of Brigadier-General Kenly. Completely routed the guard, with a loss of over 200 prisoners, including 3 lieutenants, besides several killed and wounded. Captured and destroyed 75 loaded wagons, and secured over 200 head of beef-cattle, bet ween 500 and 600 horses and mules, and many valuable stores. My loss 2 killed and 3 wounded. My force num bered somethi ng over 300 men, with two mountain howitzers. One howitzer became disabled before being brought into action by breaking of a wheel; the other after firing a few rounds was rendered useless also by breaking of the carriage.

Too much praise cannot be awarded to Captains Eichards and William Chapman, 'commanding their respective squadrons, for the bravery with .which they scattered largely superior forces of the enemy. The gallant Capt. Sam Chapman, commanding Company E, although burning for the strife, was prudently held in reserve.

A few days after this Lieutenant Glascock, with fourteen men, captured 29 prisoners, including several officers, with their horses, arms, Ac., near Kernstown. At the same time Captain Eichards, with a small squad, killed a captain and captured 7 or 8 men and horses near Charlestown.

About August 20 I crossed with my command at Snicker’s Gap, the enemy being near Berryville, sending the larger portion, under Capt. William Chapman, to operate around Berryville and restrain the enemy from devastating the country. With a small detachment I went to their rear, near Charlestown, and captured 12 prisoners and 10 horses. Captain Chapman, coming upon a portion of the enemy’s cavalry which was engaged in burning houses, attacked and routed them. Such was the indignation of our men at witnessing some of the finest residences in that portion of the State enveloped in flames that no quarter was shown, and about 25 of them were shot to death for their villainy. About 30 horses were brought off, but no prisoners.

On Friday, September 3, with a squad of six men, I attacked the enemy’s outposts in Fairfax, mortally wounding 1 and capturing 6 men and 11 horses.

On Sunday, September 5, I sent, Capt. Sam Chapman, in command of Companies C and E, to harass the enemy around Berryville, while I made a detour to gain their rear near Charlestown. Arriving at the river, I left the two companies that were with me (A and B), under Lieutenant Xelson, on the east bank of the river, while, with six more, I went on a reconnaissance across previous to carrying my whole force over. Some time after a force of the enemy’s cavalry crossed the mountain in their rear, surprised and stampeded them, killing 1, wounding 3, and capturing 3. One of the enemy’s cavalry was killed and 5 wounded. With the six men with me I succeeded in capturing and bringing out safely about 25 prisoners, 2 ambulances, and 18 horses. Captain Chapman routed a largely superior force near Berryville, killing and wounding some 15 or 20, besides securing over 30 prisoners, including a captain and lieutenant, with their horses, arms, Ac.
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On September 8, with about thirty men, having gained a position in the enemy’s rear near Charlestown, I divided the command for greater safety. One portion, under Captain Bichards, captured a captain and 12 men, with their horses, &e.; with mine I captured a lieutenant and 5 men, with their horses, &c.

I liave made no attempt, for it would be impossible, to embrace in this report a full recital of the innumerable affairs with the enemy in which the heroism of both men and officers of this command has been illustrated; yet the fame of their deeds will still live in the grateful remembrance of those whose homes and whose firesides their valor has defended.

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, vour obedient servant,

JNO. S. MOSBY,

Lieu tenant- Colon el, Com m anding.

Lieutenant-Colonel Taylor,

Assistan t A djut ant- General.

| Indorsement.]

Headquarters Army of Northern Virginia,

September If), 1864.

Bespectfully forwarded to the Adjutant and Inspector General, for the information of the Department.

Attention is invited to the activity and skill of Colonel Mosby, and the intelligence and com age of the officers and men of his command, as displayed in this report. With the loss of little more than 20 men, he has killed, wounded, and captured during the period embraced in the report about 1,200 of the enemy and taken more than 1,600 horses and mules, 230 beef-cattle, and 85 wagons and ambulances, without counting many smaller operations. The services rendered by Colonel Mosby and his command in watching and reporting the enemy’s movements have also been of great value. His operations have been highly credit-able to himself and his command.

B. E. LEE,

General.

Near Upperville, Va., October 23, 1864.

General: I desire to make an explanation in reference to the capture of my artillery, which you have probably seen in Secretary Stanton’s official bulletin. After the enemy had accumulated such a force on the Manassas road that I could no longer oppose their progress in front, I withdrew my command inside their lings north of the road, in order to be in a position to assail both Sheridan’s communications in the Valley and also to strike the road whenever opportunity offered. My artillery was sent out to a place of concealment in Eauquier. Unfortunately one of my men deserted and guided the enemy to where it was. They captured no men or horses with it. Since their advance up the railroad we have killed and captured over 300 of them My loss so far has been only four wounded and one captured.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

JNO. S. MOSBY, Lieutenant- Colonel.

General B. E. Lt^:.
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UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA .

CATALOGUE OF STUDENTS.

Forty-Fifth Session — 1868 -'69.

ABBREVIATIONS.

L ., Latin .

G ., Greek .

M . L ., Modern Languages.

M ., Mathematics.

M . P ., Moral Philosophy.

N . P ., Natural Philosophy.

C . L ., Constitutional Law .

C ., Chemistry and Pharmacy.

AP .M ., Applied Mathematics and

Engineering.

H . & L ., History and Literature.

MA.MED.,Materia Medica .

MED ., Medicine.

P . & S ., Physiology and Surgery.

A ., Anatomy & Materia Medica .

AP. C ., Applied Chemistry .

Names.

Abney , Cary M .,
Adams, Washington ,

Adams, Wm . Withers ,

Alexander, Wm .,

Allen , James Pierson ,

Allen ,Wm. Hughes,
Anderson , Thompson,

Antrim , John Taylor, Jr.,

Archer, Wm . Allen ,

Ayres, John Edward,

Ayres, Thomas Eldridge,

Baldwin , Joseph Salling ,

Baldwin , Marion Augustus,

Barclay, Shepard,

Barefield, Henry Leitman,
Barksdale , Wm . Randolph,

Residences. Schools Attended .

Harrison Co ., Tex . L ., M ., C.

Booneville, Mo. H . & L ., LAW .

Petersburg , Va. . L ., N . P ., H . & L .

Charlotte, 06 M ., N . P ., M . P .

Charleston, S . C . N ., AP. M ., N . P .

Fayettevillle , Tenn . L ., M . L ., N . P .

Nashville, " M . I ., M . P ., H . & L .

Charlottesville, Va . L ., G ., M . L .

Chesterfield , " . O., MED., P . & 8., A .

Goshen , " C ., MED., P. & S., A.

Buckingham , " L., M . L., M .

Balcony Falls, " C ., MED ., P . & S., A .

Montgomery, Ala . N ., M . P ., H . & L .

St. Louis, Mo. MED . JUR ., LAW .

Clarke Co., Ala . L ., G ., M .

Meadeville , Va . N . P ., O ., H . & L ., M .

Document 13
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Names. Residences. Schools Attended .

Willcox, Robert Bolling, Petersburg, Va. M . L ., M . P ., O . L .

Williams, Anderson Davis , Eufaula , Ala . L ., M . P ., H . & L .

Williams, Joel Price, Alexandria , Va. M . L ., N . P ., C ., M .

Williams, R . Douglas, Baltimore, Md. C ., H . & L ., AP . C .

Williams, Robert Summers, Mobile, Ala . 0., MED ., P . & S ., A .
Williams, Samuel Walker, Pittsylvania , Va. LAW ., P . E .

Wilson, George Edward , Charlotte, N . C . L ., M ., M . P .

Wilson, Thomas Eppes, Warrenton , N . C . L ., C ., H . & L .
Wingfield , John Richard , Albemarle Co ., Va. G ., C ., AP . C ., C . L .

Winston, George, Columbus, Miss. L ., M ., M . P .

Withers, Austin Chinn, Campbell Co., Va. LAW .
Withers, Henry, Culpeper , LAW .

Wood, Henry, New York City . L., M . L ., N . P .
Woodson, Tucker Everett, Albemarle Co ., Va. M . L ., N . P ., H . & L ., M .

Wooldridge, Alexander P ., New Orleans, La . M . L ., N . P ., C ., H . & L .

Woolford, Roger , Princess Ann, Md . L ., M . L .

Wylly , King, Savannah, Ga. PH., MED ., P. & S ., A .

Wynn, Samuel Moore, Washington , Ga. LAW .

Wyane, Geo . Williamson, Huntsville, Texas. LAW .

Yancey, Hamilton, Athens,Ga. M . L ., H . & L .

Yellowley, James Brownlow , Greenville, N . C . M . L., N . P ., M . P .

Yonge, Samuel H ., Augusta, Ga . M ., AP . M ., N . P .

Young, James L . W ., Fincastle, Va . c ., MED ., P . & S ., A .

Young, Joseph H ., Concord , N . c . L ., M . L ., M .

Yulee, Charles Wickliffe , Fernandina, Fla . L ., M .

ADDENDUM .

Barbour, Wm . Rineheart, Springfield , Ky. M . L., M .
Robinson , Marshall Prewit, Lexington, Ky. L ., M . L ., M .
Santos, Julio , Guayaquil, Ecuador, L ., M . L ., M .
Hamilton , Archibald Wm ., Mt. Sterling , Ky. L ., G ., M .
Read , Daniel Warwick , New London , Va . L ., M .
Read, Thomas Gilmer, L., M .

RECAPITULATION OF SCHOOLS ATTENDED.
Latin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ...... . . . . . . . . . 176 Applied Chemistry .. . . . . . .. . .

Medicine . . . . . . . . . .

Modern Languages . . . . . 127 Physiology and Surgery . . .

Mathematics Anatomyand Materia Medica . . . . . . . .

Applied Mathematics and Civil Engi Moral Philosophy 111

neering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . History and Literature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86
Natural Philosophy .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 116
Chemistry and Pharmacy . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94

RESIDENCES OF STUDENTS.
Virginia . .. Texas . . . . . Arkansas . . . . . .

Maryland . . . . . . . . ... . . . . 43 South Carolina .. 13 Dist . of Columbia . . . . . .

Alabama . . . .. . . . . Kentucky . . . . . . . . . New York . . . . . . . . . . . .

North Carolina . . 37 Louisiana .. . .
Georgia . . 34 West Virginia.... . . . . California . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mississippi . ... ... . . 30 Missouri. . . . Ohio . . . .
Tennessee . . . . Florida . . . . . . Guayaquil, Ecuador.. . . 1

Total... ..... . .

. . . . . . 14

Greek . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 104

169 48

Law . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 92

39

S
O
S
C
O

Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . .

18

. . . . . . 452
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LAW DEPARTMENT.

This Department is organized with a view to acquaint the student

familiarly and practically with the principles of his profession .

The instruction is as thorough as possible, and is given partly

through text books and partly through lectures , with daily exami

nations upon both .

A Moot-Court, in connection with other instruction , tends to

perfect the student in the details of practice. Under the immediate

supervision of the Professors, he is required to pronounce opinions

upon supposed cases; to devise and institute remedies , by suit or

otherwise ; to conduct suits at Law and in Equity from their incep

tion through all their stages ; to draw wills , conveyances and other

assurances ; and in short to perform most of the functions of a

practising lawyer .

The Department comprises two Schools , each of which is divided

into two classes, and the course of study is as follows:

SCHOOL OF COMMON AND STATUTE LAW .

PROF. JOHN B. MINOR, LL. D .

Junior Class . - Blackstone's Commentaries, Chitty on Contracts .

.. Senior Class. — Stephen on Pleading , Kents Commentaries , Law

of Executors, & c.

For Reference. – Virginia Code (1860) ; Brightley's Digest

of United States Statutes .

SCHOOL OF EQUITY , MERCANTILE AND IN

TERNATIONAL, CONSTITUTIONAL AND

CIVIL LAW , AND GOVERNMENT.

PROF. s. 0 . SOUTHALL .

Junior Class. — Vattel's International Law , Lectures on Govern

ment, Federalist .

Senior Class. - Smith ' s Mercantile Law , Greenleaf's Evidence ,

Barton's Suit in Equity , Adams' Equity.

In the Department of Law , the degree of BACHELOR OF Law is

conferred upon those who, upon examination conducted in writing ,

manifest an intimate acquaintance with the subjects taught in all the

Classes ; and to those who, upon like examination , exhibit a compe

tent knowledge of International and Constitutional Law ; and of the

Science of Government, a certificate of Proficiency is awarded .
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The expenses of a Law student, as will be seen from page 42 of
Catalogue, amount to about $ 365 for a Session of nine months,
commencing 1st October, 1869.

LICENTIATES.

Any person of unexceptionable character and habits, upon pro
ducing to the Faculty satisfactory evidence of suitable capacity and
attainments, will be licensed by the Faculty to form classes for
private instruction in any School of the University in aid of and in
conformity to the public teachings of the Professor upon any subject
taught therein . The employment, selection and compensation of
auy such Licentiate is left to the option of the students .

SCHEME OF LECTURES .

| Hist & Lit Chemistry:

1S
A
T

.F
R
I
D
A
Y

T
H
U
R
S

,W
E
D

'D
A
Y

T
U
E
S

'YM
O
N
D
A
Y

.

| 8h . to 9h. | 9h . to 10h . 10h . to 11h. 11h . to 12 % h . 12xh. to 2h . 3h . to 4 % h .

Sen . German . Polit. Econ .Sen . Latin. Sen . Greek . Sen .Nat.Phil.
Senior Law . Jun Math .

Senior Math
Jun . Latin . Spanish PROF.

Ap . Ch .Italian . Phys. & Surg . Junior Law . SOUTHALL .
Sto 9 % . Laboratory.9 % to 11 . PROF . MINOR. Jun . Greek .

Hist. & Lit. Jun .Nat.Phil. Int. Greek .
Jun , French . Jun .German . Medicine. Anatomy. Junior Law . Moral Phil .

Sen Greek , 11 . 9 % to 11 .9 to 11 . Senior Law .Senior Law . PROF. Ap. Ch .
Jun . Ap. Mat. PROF. MINOR . SOUTHALL .

| Hist. & Lit.
Jun . Math .Sen . Latin . Sen. Greek . Sen. Nat.Phil. Chemistry. Sen . German .

Sen . Ap. Mat. Jun . Latin Spanish . Sem . Math . Senior Law . Sen . Ap. M .

8 to 9 %
| Ap. Ch.

Italian . Phys. & Surg. Junior Law . Jun . Greek . .k . Laboratory.
9 % to 11.

Hist & Lit. Jun .Nat.Phil.

Jun . French. Sen . French . Medicine. Int. Math . Moral Phil
Anatomy.

9 % to 11 . Ap. Ch .Jun , Ap. Mat Senior Law . Junior Law .

| Hist & Lit. Polit. Econ .
Sen . Greek . Sen Nor Phi Chemistry . Int. Greek ,

Jun. Math .
Sen . I atin . Jun . Latin . Phys. & Surg. Junior Law1 . Sen . Math . Anglo -Saxon .

. Ap Ch .Jun . Ap. Mat. 0 % to 11. Senior Law . Laboratory.

Min & Geol. Jun .Nat.Phil. Int. Math . Moral Phil.
Sen . French . Medicine. 1 Anatomy.

Junior Law . Ap. Ch .9 % to 11. Senior Law .

E Jan man

EXAMINATIONS.

Theexaminationsare of three kinds : 1 , the Daily examinations ;

2 , the Intermediate and Final general examinations ; and 3 , the

examinations for Graduation .

1 . - DAILY EXAMINATIONS.

Each Professor, before commencing the lecture of the day, ex
amines his class orally on the subject of the preceding lecture as

developed in the text-book and expounded in the lecture .
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2 . - GENERAL EXAMINATIONS .

Two general examinations of each class are held during the ses

sion , in the presence of a committee of Faculty, which every student
is required to stand . The first , called the Intermediate exami

nation , is held about the middle of the session , and embraces in its

scope the subjects of instruction in the first half of the course.

The second, called the Final examination , is held in the closing

week of the session , and embraces the subjects treated of in the

second half of the course . These examinations are conducted in

writing . The questions propounded have, each , numerical values

attached to them . If the answers of the students are valued , in the

aggregate , at not less than three fourths of the aggregate values

assigned to the questions, he is ranked in the first division ; if less
than three fourths and more than one-half, in the second division ;

if less than one -half and more than one- fourth , in the third division ;

and if less than one-fourth , in the fourth division .

Certificates of distinction are awarded to those who attain the first

division at one or both of these examinations, and their names are

published or announced in the closing exercises of the session .
The general examinations are sufficiently comprehensive and diffi

cult to render it impossible for the student, without steady dili
gence, to secure a place in the first division . The results, whatever

they may be, are communicated to parents and guardians respect
ively , in the final circular of the session .

The standing of the student at the daily and general examinations

is taken into account in ascertaining his qualifications for gradua

tion in any of the schools.

-EXAMINATIONS FOR GRADUATION .

The examinations for graduation are held in the last month of

the session . They are conducted , in each school, by the Profesor

thereof, in the presence of two other Professors, forming with him

the committee of examination for the school.

The candidates for graduation are subjected to searching inter

rogations on the details and niceties, as well as the leading principles

of the subject , and they are expected to be accurately versed in all

the topics treated of in the lectures and correlative text.

These examinations are carried on chiefly in writing ; but in some

of the schools they are partly oral.

As a due acquaintance with the English language is indis

pensable to the attainment of even the inferior honors of the institu

tion , all candidates for graduation are subjected to a preliminary

examination to test their qualifications in this respect .
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DEGREES.

The degrees conferred by the University are academic, profes
sional and scientific.

The ACADEMIC DEGREES are :

1 . That of Proficient- conferred for satisfactory attainments in

certain subjects of study, to wit : in Anglo -Saxon , the Junior

and Intermediate course of Mathematics , Mineralogy and Geology,

Physics, Physiology, Medical Jurisprudence, Human Anatomy;

Botany, Political Economy, History, Literature, and International

Law and Government.

2 . That of Graduate in a School - conferred for satisfactory at

tainments in the leading subjects of instruction in the same, to wit :

in the Latin Language and Literature, in the Greek Language and

Literature, in the French Language and Literature, in theGerman

Language and Literature, Mixed Mathematics, Pure Mathematics,

Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, Moral Philosophy, History and

Literature, Applied Mathematics , and Analytical, Industrial and

Agricultural Chemistry .

3 . That of Bachelor of Arts -- conferred on such students as have

graduated in Latin , Greek , Chemistry, Moral Philosophy and

French or German, and have obtained certificates of proficiency in

Junior and Intermediate Mathematics , Physics and History or

Literature.

4 . That of Master of Arts of the University of Virginia - con

ferred upon students who have graduated in the Latin , Greek ,
French and German Languages, Pure Mathematics, Natural Philo

sophy, Chemistry, Moral Philosophy , and History and Literature,

and who have passed satisfactory general examinations, in review ,

on all the subjects embraced in the curriculum .

The candidate for the degree of Bachelor or Master of Arts is

also required to submit to the approval of the Faculty an Essay,

composed by himself, on some subject of literature or science

which essay must be read by the author on the Public Day, if so

ordered .

The PROFESSIONAL DEGREES are :

1. That of Bachelor of Law — conferred for satisfactory attain

ments in all the subjects of instruction in the School of Law .

And,

2 . That of Doctor of Medicine - conferred for satisfactory attain

ments in all the subjects of instruction , except Botany, in the

several schools constituting theMedical Department.
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Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Medicine, who have been

previously declared Graduates in Chemistry, or Proficients in

Anatomy, Physiology or Medical Jurisprudence, are not required to

stand the examinations on these subjects anew - and the same rule

applies to candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Law , who are

Proficients in International Law and Government.

3 . That of Civil Engineer - conferred on such students as shall

have graduated in the Schools of Mathematics, Natural Philosophy,

Applied Mathematics, and Chemistry or Applied Chemistry, and

obtained a certificate of proficiency in Mineralogy and Geology.

4 . That of Mining Engineer - conferred on such students as

have graduated in the Schools of Chemistry, Applied Chemistry

and Natural Philosophy, and obtained certificates of proficiency in

Junior and Intermediate Mathematics, in the prescribed course of

Applied Mathematics , and in Mineralogy and Geology.

5 . That of Civil and Mining Engineer - conferred on such

students as shall have graduated in Pure Mathematics , Natural

Philosophy, including Mineralogy and Geology , Chemistry , Applied

Mathematics and Applied Chemistry .

The SCIENTIFIC DEGREE is :

That of Bachelor of Science - conferred on such students as have

graduated in the Schools of Mathematics, Natural Philosophy and

Chemistry, and who are also Proficients in the Classes of Anatomy,

Physiology, Comparative Anatomy, Botany, Miner alogy and

Geology, and who have obtained distinctions in the Junior Class of

Applied Mathematics, and made satisfactory attainm ents in the

Laboratory Course of Analytical Chemistry.

R Honorary degrees are forbidden by thelaws of the University.

PUBLIC DAY.

On the closing day of the session , which occurs on the Thursday

before the fourth day of July , the Visitors, Faculty , Officers and

Students of the University assemble in the Public Hall - whither

also the friends of the students and the public generally are invited .

On this occasion the results of the examinations are announced ,

certificates and diplomas awarded , and addresses delivered by the

Bachelors and Masters of Arts .
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EXPENSES.

The following is an estimate of the expenses of an Academic

student for the session of nine months, exclusive of the cost of text
books .

Matriculation and library fee ......... $ 25

Room -rent, if two occupy the same room , each..... ..... .. " 15

Contingent deposit... ..... . ......

Tuition fees in three schools , the usual number attended . ....

Board, including diet, furniture of room and attendance.... ... 180

Deposit for fuel and lights.... . .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. ... . .. . .. . .

Washing , $ 1 50 per month — per session, say............

Infirmary fee..... ......

$ 360

This statement will be slightly modified if the student enter more

or fewer schools than indicated . The charge for board may also be

considerably reduced by joining clubs formed by students, who pre

fer messing together .

Law students pay $ 80 per session for tuition , and Medical

students $ 110 ; consequently the estimate for the former is $ 365,

and for the latter $395 per session .

Students in the department of Applied Mathematics pay $ 40 per

session for tuition .

Students in the department of Analytical and Industrial Chemis

try pay :

For the full course a fee of $ 100, and a charge of $ 25 for labora

tory material consumed ;

For the course of elementary instruction a fee of $ 50, and a charge

of $ 10 for laboratory material consumed ;

For the special course, for Medical students , a fee of $ 20, and a

charge of $ 5 for laboratory material consumed .

Each laboratory student— in whatever course of instruction — will

be required to furnish himself with the more common and generally

necessary articles of apparatus. The cost of a suitable set need not

exceed $ 15.

All the foregoing items are payable in advance, except board and

washing. One-third ( $ 60 ) of the board is required on admission ,

and the balance in equal instalments at three and six months there

after. Washing is paid for monthly , as the service is rendered.

The Contingent deposit is designed to cover contingent charges

and assessments . These are generally small. The residue of this

deposit is refunded to the student in the settlement of his account, at

the close of the session .
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The Infirmary fee secures, in case of sickness , prescriptions at

the University Infirmary, and, if needed , nursing by professional

nurses, lodging , board , and medical attendance by the physicians of

the institution , free of additional charge.

No abatement is made in the matriculation and tuition fees and

room - rent , on account of late entrance, except for those who enter
after the 1st January — and no portion of the same is refunded on

account of withdrawal before the close of the session - unless the

withdrawal be rendered necessary by ill health , and occur before the

first of March . The charges for board , fuel and lights and washing

are estimated from the time of entrance. Many disadvantages to the

student result from late entrance . Therefore, prompt attendance at
the beginning of the session is earnestly enjoined upon all who wish

to derive the full benefits of the courses of instruction .

PROHIBITION OF CREDIT .

An act of the Legislature prohibits merchants and others, under

severe penalties, from crediting students . The license to contract

debts, which the chairman is authorized to grant, is confined (except

where the parent or guardian otherwise , in writing, requests) to

cases of urgent necessity ; and these, it is hoped , parents and guar

dians, will, as far as possible, prevent from arising , by the timely

supply of the requisite funds.

PRIVILEGED STUDENTS.

Ministers of the Gospel may attend any of the schools of the

University, without the payment of fees to the Professors. The

same privilege will be extended to any young man preparing for

the ministry , on the following conditions :

(1 .) He shall submit for the consideration of the Faculty an ap

plication , accompanied by testimonials, relating to the fact of his

being a bona fide candidate for the ministry, to his good standing in

the Church of which he is a member, to his intellectual capacity,

and his inabilily to meet the expenses of education at the University

without aid .

( 2 .) No Professor shall be required to form a new class or assume

any other additional labor for the exclusive benefit of this class of

students .

(3 .) In order to entitle such a student to the privilege of gratuitous

instruction in any school of the University during a second session ,

hemust prove his ability to profit by such continued instruction, by

exhibiting such evidence of proficiency during the first session as
shall be satisfactory to the Professor of the school.
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Names.

Wilcox, George Ansley

Willis, Joel Selman

Willis, Richard Henry

Wilson, George Edward

Wilson, John Hinton

Wilson, Samuel Moore

Wilson, W. Alex. Rosborough

Winston, George

Winston, John Gaddis

Withers, Henry

Wood, John Early

Wooten, Richard William

Wormley, Philip Lightfoot

Yancey, Charles Kavenaugh

Young, J, Lewis Woodville

Yulee, Charles Wickliffe

Residences.

Augusta, Georgia,

Waco, Texas,

Orange C. H., Va.,

Charlotte, N. C.,

Hicksford, Va.,

Wythe county, Va.,

Chester, S. C.,

Columbus, Miss.,

Meltonville, Ala.,

Culpeper C. H., Va.,

Fluvanna co., Va.,

Kinston, N. C.,

King William co., Va.

Culpeper C. H., Va.,

Fincastle, Va.,

Fernandina, Fla.,

Schools Attended.

C., MED., P. & 8., AN..

C., MED., P. & S., AN.,

L., G., N. P.,

N. P., H. & t..,

LAW,

C., MED., P. & S., AN.,

M., AP. M., N. P.,

L., M. L., M., H. & L.,

L., M. 1,., H. & L.,

LAW,

LAW,

C., MED., P. & S., AN.,

, N. P., C., M. P.,

C., MED., P. & S., AtT.,

C., MED., P. & S., AN.,

L., M., N. P.,

Sess.

2

1

1

2

2

1

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

1

2

2

RECAPITULATION.
Virginia 179

Maryland 36

Alabama 34

North Carolina 34

Mississippi 33

Tennessee 27

South Carolina 24

Georgia 25

Texas 22

Kentucky 14

Louisiana 8

Florida 6

Arkansas 4

District of Columbia 4

West Virginia 3

Illinois 3

Missouri 2

Indiana , 2

Ohio ., 2

Pennsylvania. 1

New Jersey .... 1

South America 1

Total. .464
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1892. Twenty-second Year.

HUBBELL'S

LEGAL DIRECTORY
FOB

LAWYERS AND BUSINESS MEN,
CONTAINING THE NAMES OF ONE OR MORE OF

THE LEADING AND MOST RELIABLE ATTOR
NEYS IN NEARLY FOUR THOUSAND

CITIES AND TOWNS IN THE
UNITED STATES AND

CANADA,

A SYNOPSIS OF THE COLLECTION LAWS
OF EACH STATE, AND CANADA, WITH INSTRUCTIONS FOR

TAKING DEPOSITIONS, THE EXECUTION AND
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF DEEDS, WILLS ; A

SYNOPSIS OF PATENT LAWS, etc.,

TIMES FOR HOLDING COURTS

THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES AND TERRITORIES, l
FOR THE YEAR

1892. _ ;■;.;■•
(REVISED TO OCTOBER

'

1st, 1S91 ) . . , -

ALSO, A LIST OF U. S. CONSULS, WITH THE OFFICERS AND
COMMITTEES OF THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION.

TO WHICH IS ADDED A LIST OF

PROMINENT BANKS AND BANKERS THROUGHOUT THE U. S.

J. H. HUBBELL,
EDITOR AND COMPILER.

THE HUBBELL LEGAL DIRECTORY COMPANY,
NEW YORK: 317 Broadway.
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FEANK TITUS,
ATTORNEY AT LAW,

509 and 510 New York Life Insurance Building,

KANSAS CITY, MO.

Commercial Law and Collections. Eighteen Years' Local Practice.
Practices in all Federal and State Courts.

GRANT I. ROSENZWEIG,
ATTORNEY AND C0UNSFL0R AT LAW - - - KANSAS CITY, MO.

Immediate and efficient service In the collection of debts, and in the Court and General Practice and Profeuion.

Kk fehin( es- Nation si Bank of Kansas City, by permission i Midland National Bank, by permission ; Halbert
Houghton, by permission; Louis Hammerslough. l*re»*tGlobe Newspaper Co., by permission; Pries ft Lorle,
Furniture Migra ; S. K. Green, Shoes, Director Union National Bonk: Woolf Bro*.,/Wholesale Genu' Furnish'
incs; Jos. (John ft Co. Wholesale Clothing. Director* National Bank Commerce; Sol. Block ft Co., Wholesale
Liquors; A. M. Sloss, Millinery; Shu Iman Bros , Wholesale Cigars; Axman ft Golden berg. Golden Eagle Cloth
ing Mouse; A. N. Sadler, Clothing, -ill of Kansas City, Mo.; victor Oil Co., Cleveland: Joi. B. Mayer ft Co.,
Wholesale Diamonds, Buffalo; Bscon ft Woodward. Attorneys, St- Louis; Jos. Mannheimer, Wholesale Hats,
Chicago; Jas. R->*enthal. Attorney. Chicago; Annul am Backer, Cotton; M. Stachel'»erg ft Sons, Importers ft
Mfgrs. Cigars; Strong Pantaloon Co.. Mfgrt. Overalls; Jacob Strauss, Diamonds; Stern Bros, ft Co., Wholesale
Furnishings; Samuef Schllf, Wholesale Furs. —all of New York City; Harry Aahrr, Attorney, New Haven,
Conn.; J. Weller ft Co., Wholesale Nutl and Pickles. Cincinnati; Baker Ostheimer ft Jo., Wholesale Clothing,
Erie. Pa., Morris, Newberger ft Curtis, Attorneys, Indianapolis, —are offered as reference, except as indicated,
without request for or grant of permission.

Notary Public.

B. WELLS,
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW,

39 New England Building, Kansas City, Mo.
Practices in Federal and State Courts. Special attention fftven to Collections

and Commercial Litigation. Investment* in Jteal Estate. Examina
tions of Titles t • Rc"l Eslntr. n-p'isltioas Taken.

PROMPT SETTLEMENTS WITH CLIENTS.
Referenceb. — Merchant**' National Bank of Kansas City; National Bank of Kansas City;

Bradley, Wheefcr & Co.; Deere, Mansur it Co.

HIM M. WITHERS. ALBERT R. STROTHER.

Attorneys and Counselors at Law,

Kooms 55 and 56 Water Works Building,

KANSAS CITY, MO.

Practice in all State and Federal Courts. Prompt attention to Corpora

tion, Commercial, Real Estate, and Insurance Litigation. Examina

tion of Titles to Kansas City property. Mortgages, Deeds, Powers of
Attorney, carefully drawn. Depositions taken. Will go to any part

of this State or Kansas, on Important business requiring promptness,

in the interest of Clients. Foreign Correspondence solicited. Most

unquestionable references given in this and other cities when re

quired. Refer without permission to any Bank in Kansas Cltv-
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OFFICIAL MANUAL

State of Missouri

FOR THE YEARS 1893-94-

COMPILED AN1> rCHLISHEO TtV

ALEXANDER A. LESTJETJR,
SECHF.TARY OF STATE.

JEFFERSON CITY, MO.:
TRIltrXK РВ1ХТШО COMPANY, STATE 1'KINTEItS AXI> 14XDEHS.

1Я93.
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GRAND ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC.

HEADQUARTERS AND DEPARTMENT OFFICERS.

Commander-in-Chief. A. G. Weleeert, Milwaukee, Wis

Senior Vloe-Commander-ln-Chief R. H. Warfleld. San Francisco, Cal.

Junior Vice-Commander-in-Chlef Peter B. Ayars, Wilmington, Del ...
Surgeon-General Wm. C. Wile, Danbury, Conn

Chaplaln-ln-Chief D. R Lowell, Fort Riley, Кая

OFFICIAL STAFF.

Adjutant-General E. B. Gray, Milwaukee, Wis

Quartermaeter-General John Taylor, Philadelphia, Pa
Inspector-General Geo. L. Goodale, 95 Commercial st .,Boston,Mass .

Judge-AdTOcate-General Jamee Tanner, Washington, D. С

DEPARTMENT OF MISSOURI.

Department Commander Charles G. Burton, Post 26, Nevada

Senior Vice-Department Commander John P. Piatt, Poet 33, Kingston

Junior Vice- Department Commander Henry Phelps, Post 14, Joplln
Medical Director Dr. E. F. Lane, Post 73, Owasoo
Chaplain Rev. W. C. Calland, Post B9, Springfield

Ass't Adjt.-Gen. and Ase't Quartermaster Gen. .Thomas B. Rodger в, Poet 1, St. Louie

Judge-Advocate Geo. W. Bailey, St. Louis

Chief Mustering Officer J. E. Lewie, Brunswick
Inspector Alvln Haynie, Clinton

Council of Administration— G. W. Carmic.hael, Post 1, St. Louis; Geo. W. Rlggin, Post 44,

Milan; G. B. Sherry, Post 426, Hanne well; R. L. Galbraith, Post 16, Carthage; B. Knoepfel,

Post 43, Hannibal.

All official communications should be addressed to Thomas B. Rödgen, Assistant Adjutant-
General, room 406, Granite building, Fourth and Market etreets, St. Louie, Mo.

The National Council of Administration consiste of 43 members, each department being repre

sented by one member

The flret post of the Grand Army was organized at Decatur, 111., April 6, 1866.

The first department encampment was held at Springfield, 111., July 12, 1866.

The first National encampment was held at Indianapolis, November 20, 1866.

EX-CONFEDERATE ASSOCIATION OF MISSOURI.

OFFICERS OF CONFEDERATE HOME ASSOCIATION— 1892-8.

President James Bannerman, St. Louis

Vice-President Harvey W. Salmon, Clinton

Superintendent M. L. Belt, Higginsville

Surgeon J. J. Fulkereon, M. D., Higginsville

Treasurer H. A. Rlcketts, Mexico

Secretary W. P. Barlow, 3812Cook avenue, St. Louie

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

K. F. Peddicord PalmyraF.L, Pitte Parle
А. С Cook Plattebnrg
Elijah Gates St Joseph
Henry M. Withers Kansas City
F. P. Bronangh Boonville
W. H. Kennan Mexico

Henry Gulbor St. Louis
Frank Galennie St. Louie
Geo. T. McNamee St. Lonle
E. G. Williame Wavnesvllle
W. С lironangh Lewis Station
D. C. Kennedy Springfield
O. H P. Catron Weet Plaine
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OFFICIAL PROCEEDINGS

Tenth Annual Reunion and Convention

MISSOURI DIVISION

United Confederate Veterans

HELD AT ,

JOPLIN, MISSOURI,

September 26th and 27th, 1906.

WITH APPENDIX

CONTAINING CONSTITUTIONS OF THE UNITED CONFEDERATE VETER
ANS; UNITED SONS OF CONFEDERATE VETERANS; UNITED

DAUGHTERS OF THE CONFEDERACY; DATA OF
HISTORICAL INTEREST RELATING

TO THE CIVIL WAR, ETC.

JAMES B. GANTT, Maj.-Gen. Commanding.

JAMES W. ALLEN, Adjt.-Gen. and Chief of Staff.

THE HUGHSTEPHENSPRTQ.CO.,JEFFERSONCITY MO.
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United Confederate Veterans of Missouri

WESTERN BRIGADE.

Geo. P. Gross, Brigadier-General, Commander, Kansas City.

H. M. Withers, Lieutenant-Colonel, Adjutant-General and Chief of Staff,

Kansas City.

No. Camp. Commander.

80 Kansas City D. K. Morton.
456 Starling Price Sid. An tie. . . .

488 Col. L. C. Campbell. R. S. Brownlow.
522 Jasper County C. C. Catron .

533 Col. E. B. Holoway.E. W. Strode. .

541 Mooresville J. M. Barron..
547 Sterling Price S. Powers. . . .

554 Gen. J. S. Marma-
duke R. W. Nichols.

613 John Benson L. W. Haynie. .

615 Marmaduke Thos. O'Neal..
635 G. G. Vest V. Marmaduke. . .

648 Lexington J. Q. Plattenburg.
662 Nevada J. D. Ingram.
678 Norval Spangler. . . W. G. Watkins.
684 Mai. J. L. Mirick. . .S. A. Ballard. .

690 Freeman J. B. Halter. .

691 Pleasant Hill Thos. Hayes. .

696 J. T. Hughes LB. Baker. . .

710 Gen. Pap Sterling
Price J. C. Wallace.

711 Jno. Pcrcival S. W. Brown..
715 Windsor Guards. . . R. F. Taylor. .

727 Silas R. Crispin.. . .J. L. Farris. . .

728 Platte County J. Synnamon. .

Adjutant. Location.
. J. T. Cox Kansas City.
.F. M. James Exeter.
.J. E. Elliot Springfield.
.J. W. Halliburton Carthage.
.S. Lowe Independence
. N. Fiske .Mooresville.
. W. H. Edwards. .. Odessa.

.D. F. Bell Marshall.

.J. F. Webster. . . .Miami.

.D. S. Nuosom. . . .Butler.

.W. C. Hall Sweet Springs
,G. P. Venable. . . . Lexington.
. A. C. Sterrett .... Nevada.
.W. F. Carter Clinton.
. Jas. A. Turner . . . Carrolltcn.
,B. J. Pearman. . .Wanda.
.T. H. Cloud Pleasant Hill.
.E. T. Smith Plattsburg.

. A. G. Arringtcn . . Kcytesville.
. Aldridge Corder . . Waverly.
.A. C. Clark Windsor.
.J. C. Morris Richmond.
.B. F. Mureiock. . .Platte City.
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22 United Confederate Veterans of Missouri.

Brigades, each with his personal staff, will report at headquarters for duty.
IV. Each Camp in this Division is earnestly requested to send dele

gates and to have as many of its members attend the Reunion as possible.
Commanders and Adjutants are again urged to forward their rosters and
per capita tax to Maj.-Gen. Wm. E. Mickle, Adjutant-General, New Orleans.

V. Major Henry A. Newman has been named the Missouri member of
the Committee on Credentials, to whom all delegates should report at these
headquarters upon arrival at New Orleans. Lieut.-Col. D. H. Shields has
been selected as member of the Committee on Resolutions.

VI. These headquarters are advised that the several railroads have
agreed to a rate of one cent a mile, going from and returning to St. Louis.
Same rate is expected from Kansas City, St. Joseph, Carthage, Springfield
and other interior points of the State. This appears to be an open rate for
all Confederates, their wives, daughters and sons attending the Reunion.

By order of
James B. Gantt,

Major-General Commanding.
Official:

Ja's. W. Allen,
Adjt.-Cen. and Chief of Staff.

Headquarters Missouri Division, United Confederate Veterans,
St. Charles Hotel, New Orleans, April 25, 1906.

Special Orders No. 1.

I. Owing to the unavoidable absence of Brigadier-General George P.
Gross, Commander of the Western Brigade of the Missouri Division, United
Confederate Veterans, Lieut.-Col. Henry M. Withers is hereby assigned to
the command of said Brigade, during the Reunion, with temporary rank
of Brigadier-General. He will be obeyed and respected accordingly.

James B. Gantt,
Major-General Commanding.

Official :

Jas. W. Allen,
Adjt.-Gen. and Chief of Staff.

Headquarters Missouri Division, United Confederate Veterans,
Jefferson City, Mo., Sept. 1, 1906.

General Orders No. 5.

I. The Annual Reunion of the Missouri Division of the United Con
federate Veterans will be held at Joplin, Missouri, on Wednesday and
Thursday, 26th and 27th of September, 1906. Our comrades of Jasper
county and the city of Carthage will join with the good people of Joplin
in giving us a generous and hearty welcome, and in showing us the truly
wonderful mineral resources of that splendid county.

II. Each Camp is entitled to one delegate for each twenty members
thereof, and one additional for a fraction of ten or more. Every Camp
in this Division is hereby directed and urged to send its delegates to this
Reunion. The Commander and Adjutant of each Camp will be careful to
see that the credentials of the delegates and alternates are duly certified
in writing and mailed to James W. Allen, Adjutant-General, at room 126,

City Hall, St. Louis, as soon as possible, and also a copy delivered to the
delegate attending the Reunion. Every old Confederate in the State is cor
dially invited to attend, whether a delegate or not.

III. The Major-General Commanding cannot too earnestly urge upon his
old comrades throughout the State the importance of attending this Re
union. The time is rapidly approaching when these Reunions must cease on
earth, as our members are daily "Crossing over the river to rest under the
shade of the trees," with our immortal heroes who have gone before. We
are linked together by the ties of cause forever sacred, and by the mem
ories of glorious achievements and untold sufferings. Forgetting all the
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as (onfederatq Veteran.
Mrss Sauna Jones.

A committee composed of Mrs. Sallie' Fairly, Mrs. Claude

Hardy, Miss Bessie Riley, and her S. S. class say of Miss
Sallie Jones, who was a pioneer in the work of the Daughters

of the Confederacy, working from her home, Camden, Ala.:
“On the 8th of November, 1908, death robbed us of one of

our most beloved sisters, Miss Sallie Jones. Miss Sallie was

one of our most faithful and efficient workers in the Baptist

Church, a teacher in the Sunday school, leader of the Sun

beams, and Secretary of the Ladies’ Aid Society for many

years. She was a devoted Christian, and possessed those

sweet traits of character which rendered her lovable and loved

by all.

“Whereas it has pleased Almighty God in his infinite wis

dom and mercy to remove our dear loved one from her use

ful, diligent, and appreciated labors from this earth; be it

“Resolved: 1. While we deplore her loss to us, we bow in

humble submission to Him who doeth all things well.

“2. That a copy of these resolutions be sent each town paper,

the Alabama Baptist, and her immediate relatives.

“3. That we spread a copy of this on the minutes of the

Church, Ladies’ Aid Society, and Sunbeams.

“4. That each of said organizations, the United Daughters

of the Confederacy, and the community at large most deeply

deplore the loss of this grand and noble woman.

“5. We are thankful to have been associated with such

a one, and may we endeavor to emulate her example!

“6. We rejoice to knew that one of earth's most appreciated

flowers has been transplanted to bloom in heaven’s rosary.

‘Why should we weep when the weary ones rest

In the bosom of Jesus supreme,

In the mansions of glory prepared for the blest?

For death is no more than a dream.’
”

HENRY M. WITHERS.

Another, a true, brave soldier, whose cause for which he

battled sleeps at Appomattox, has crossed over the river and

is now, let us pray, united again with Lee, Jackson, and all

the valiant host who have gone before “beneath the shade of

the trees" to rest everrnore.

Henry M. Withers was born at Warrenton, Va., in 1845;

and departed this life at Kansas City on December 25, 1908.

J. D. Shewalter, of Independence, Mo., writes of him:
“I knew him as a soldier and afterwards as a student at

the University of Virginia. At the close of the war we were

members of the same command, Company H, 43d Virginia
Cavalry (Mosby's). This was a company added but a

short time before the surrender to the command; but its

'members were all carefully selected because of supposed spe

cial fitness. Baylor’s Light Horse (Company B, 12th Virginia
Cavalry, Rosser’s Brigade) were probably more noted than

any other like-sized force in the army. Recruited in the val

ley, knowing all the country, under the lead of Capt. George

Baylor (first under his father), they became widely known

for daring in detached service on the flanks and rear of the

enemy.

“Afterwards Baylor was commissioned to raise a new com

pany of select men for Mosby’s command. Most of these

came from his old company. Many of them afterwards be

came distinguished in civil life. Lieut. J. G. \Viltshire, as

brave a man as ever lived, now a leading physician and sur

geon of Baltimore, William L. \Vilson, Postmaster General

under Cleveland, Charles Broadway Ronss, the eccentric

blind multimillionaire merchant, and many others were of

the number. Mr. Withers came from this old company, I

suppose. \Nith him and others near Bull Run we fonglit

the last contest on Virginia soil, April 10, 1865, the day after

the surrender. Baylor had been sent to a station near Fairfax
Station, a short distance from \Vashington, to capture a

wagon train sorely needed by General Lee—the evacuation of

Richmond not being known. * * *

“At the University of Virginia we were classmates. I

graduated from the law department in 1868, and think he did

in the succeeding year. And thus in early life we were thrown

closely together.

“When all the ‘Rebels’ (the designation of patriots in every

age) are assembled, those of 1776-81 and those of 1861-65 will

be equally honored—one won and the other lost in the same

cause—it will ‘be sweet to have been there.‘

l‘Capt. George Baylor lived a few years after the war in

Kansas City, and died four years ago at Charlest0wn, \N. Va."

ELDRIDGE S. GREENING.

Eldridge S. Greening, who died on October 31 at his home

in Hope, Ark., was born in Evergreen County, Ala, June 28,

I842. The family removed to Arkansas about 1845, when

the State was but a wilderness, and helped to cut a road to

their temporary home, now a part of Nevada County. In

1847 they removed to Ouachita County, where he was reared

and received his common school education.

In June, 1861, young Greening enlisted in a company under

Capt. John S. Logan, known as the second‘company of

ELDRIDGE S. GREENING.

“Camden Knights." This company was sworn into the

Confederate service on July 23, 1861. and became Company
G, of the 11th Regiment, Arkansas Infantry. It was sent

from Little Rock to Memphis, to Fort Pillow, Island No. 10,

and then to New Madrid, Mo. The brigade was with the
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2 Virginia Law Weekly, Friday, October 19, 1984

Letters

To the editor:
I had hoped that the decision

not to offer the Lawyer's Role
seminar in the future would quiet
controversy. Regrettably, it has
not.

Instead, the attack has con-
tinued to escalate. Specifically,
Paul Larner and Marvin Smith
have brought charges of racial
discrimination in the selection of
students for Lawyer's Role. The
University equal opportunity of-
ficer is legally obliged to in-
vestigate all complaints of this
sort, and she has done so in this
case. I have responded as fully as
the records permit to her requests
for information and have no doubt
whatever as to the outcome of the
investigation.

Unfortunately, the fact that
such charges are baseless does not
make them inconsequential. The
campaign of public vilification
cannot fail to be injurious, both to
me personally and to the school.
The accusation of racism is sure to
engender hard feelings, and likely
to impair the quality of the educa-

tional experience for all law
students. And the possibility that
some students - particularly
black students - might give some
credence to such charges can only
contribute, quite unnecessarily, to
a sense of isolation and
frustration.

I therefore have asked the
students now enrolled in the
Lawyer's Role seminar to consent
to deregistration from that course.
Their willingness to take this step
shows an extraordinary generosi-
ty of spirit, for many are now left
one hour short of the requirement
for graduation. They have agreed
to rearrange their spring
schedules, at no small cost to
themselves, in order to remove
any possible basis for the claim
that some students have received
an unfair advantage over others.
Thanks to them, I am able to an-
nounce that the Lawyer's Role
seminar is cancelled, now and in
the future.

Finally, I would like to add a
personal observation. From my
point of view, this experience has
been made more hurtful by the
Law Weekly's willingness to
publish, without reservation or

New scholarships lure wel
By Brenda Karickhoff

Through two scholarship pro-
grams developed in the last two
years, the Law School has improv-
ed its ability to attract students
who might otherwise attend
schools which provide substantial
financial aid. The two programs,
the Armour Scholorships and the
Hardy Cross Dillard Scholarships,
are designed for outstanding
students who demonstrate finan-
cial need. Both programs employ
similar means of selection, but the
origins of each are differnet.

The Armour Scholarship pro-
gram is funded through a $2.8
million gift from the trustees of
the estate of Lacy Withers Ar-
mour, hence the name. Armour is
the daughter of Henry Malcolm
Withers for whom Phase I of the
Law School was named last week.
In her will, Armour indicated her
intent that a large gift be made to
the Law School in the memory of
her father, who had attended the
school. As trustees, Armour's
children established the $2.8
million corpus for scholarships to
the law school. In addtion, the
trustees gave $200,000 to the Col-
lege of Arts and Sciences.

The body of the gift will ac-
cumulate over ten years in in-
crements of $280,000 per year.
This money is held by the Univer-
sity in its general foundation, not
by the Law School Foundation.
The Law School receives five per-
cent annual interest on the gift to
use for the scholarships. The addi-
tional interest made is returned to
the foundation to protect against
inflation and bad investment
decisions.

Until the corpus of the gift
builds up, the program will have
relatively small amounts of money
to disperse. Associate Dean of Ad-
missions Albert Turnbull predicts
that the amount of each award will
increase in future years rather
than the number of grants. That
way, the program can be used to
draw qualified students to
Virginia. In contrast, the Dillard

Jeffries
Conti

that the course's cancellation
makes his petition moot.

Though Merrill declined to com-
ment on Smith's complaint, he
wrote Lamner on Tuesday that he
had "seen no evidence of
discrimination" in Jeffries'
system of course enrollment. The
dean added, "...and, so far as I am
aware, no one has adduced any."

Merrill wrote that he would

"flatly reject any innuendo that
Mr. Jeffries has discriminated in
his selection of students ......

Stallard's investigation will ex-
amine records of the race and sex
of students enrolled in the seminar
from its beginning in 1969, and
from Jeffries' first year as its
leader in 1979, according to

Scholarship program is funded by
the LCP Foundation, a charitable
foundation based in New York Ci-
ty. the fou'daton has committed
to provide taree full scholarships
each year for the foreseeable
future. The students are selected
without regard to residency, with
Virginia residents recieving
$7,500 and nonresidents receiving
$10,000, the difference accounting
for the variation in tuition. Dean
Turnbull views this program as an
especially great recruiting tool.

While both the Armour Scholar
and Dillard Scholar programs are
need-based, merit plays a large
role in determining who received a
grant. The Admissions Committee
tags particularly strong applica-
tions as "Armour-Dillard" types
during the initial admissions pro-
cess. Dean Turnbull states the
"focus is on strength in terms of
assessments by the Admissions
Committee based on the appli-
cant's file" which includes the
criteria of test scores, prior
academic work and subjective
achievement. Last year, about 100
applicants were chosen at this
first level.

Assistant Dean of Admissions
and Director of Financial Aid
Jerry Stokes then reviews each ap-
plication to determine financial
need. Dean Stokes calculates the
needs on the same basis as other
applications, applying the rules
and regulations pertaining to the
distribution of National Direct
Student Loans and the Work
Study Program. This is not the
same basis for determining
eligibility for Guaranteed Student
Loans, which does not consider
assets, only income.

Dean Stokes said that the
method for determining financial
need is "withn federal guidelines
and legislation - which allows
some discretion." Dean Stokes
cited examples such as assets be-
ing tied up in litigation or special
family situations as those requir-
ing individual determinations in-
volving discretion.

Remaining applications are then

rued from page I

Associate Dean Elizabeth Lowe.
Stallard also requested informa-
tion on the undergraduate major
students enrolled in the course,
and on students who had signed
up for it but were not enrolled.

Lowe said she expected the in-
vestigation to end soon, possibly
by today.

Only two black students re-
quested admission to the class
this year, one third-year and one
second-year, Lowe said Neither
was enrolled by Jettries.

The third-year student, Celeste
Redmond, said that she felt the
selection process may have been
racially discriminatory. "If the
process resulted in a low number
of blacks taking the course,

comment, all manner of personal
attack. Thus it falls to me to speak
in my defence.

For the record, therefore, these
are my views. Racial discrimina-
tion is illegal. It is also contrary to
the terms and conditions of my
employment and morally offensive
to me personally. I deny, une-
quivocally and unreservedly, that
I have discriminated on the basis
of race in selecting students for
Lawyer's Role.

I do not know the motivations
of the students who have pressed
such claims. To the extent,
however, that others students
have legitimate concern about the
selection of the Lawyer's Role
seminar, that concern should now
be laid to rest. I thank and admire
the students who were enrolled in
that course and whose generosity
has made this solution possible.

John Calvin Jeffries, Jr.

1- qualified
reviewed and ranked independent-
ly by members of a subcommittee
that last year comprised Dean
Turnbull, Professor Bonnie and
Professor Monahan. Although
there were minor differences in
ranking, Dean Turnbull said there
was broad agreement of the
members as to the strongest
candidates.

The Committee presents six
nominations to the LCP Founda-
tion for the Dillard Scholarships.
The Foundation then hosts the
nominees in New York one
weekend in March for panel inter-
views. According to Dean Turn-
bull, the Foundation employs
criteria similar to the Rhodes
Scholar or University of North
Carolina Morehead Scholar selec-
tion processes to choose three
students to receive the Dillard
Scholarships. Last Spring, Dean
Merrill attended the Sunday even-
ing dinner culminating the
weekend to demonstrate the Law
School's support of the program
and to encourage the nominees to
attend Virginia. Two first year
students were the first recipients
of the Dillard Scholarships.

Like the LCP Foundation, the
Trustees of the Armour estate
play a role in selectiong the Ar-
mour scholars. The trustees have
an opportunity to review portions

of the files of the top 25 applicants
following the ranking by the sub-
committee in order to make final
decsions on recipients.

Dean Turnbull stresses that the
Law School would not consider
permitting either the LCP Foun-
dation or the Armour Trustees to
choose the recipients completely
on their own. However, following
the two-step screening for merit
and review of financial need, Dean
Turnbull has no qualms due to the
qualifications of those applicants
nominated and referred for the
scholarships. With these pro-
grams, the Law School hopes to
improve its ability to attract top-
notch applicants and to enroll
them while competing with other
premier law schools.

historically, and no blacks this
year, the process is
discrminatory," she said.

The Law School chapter of the
Black Law Student Association
has gone on record that the selec-
tion process was "inherently
discriminatory," according to Rey
Ramsey, BLSA community rela-
tions chairperson. BLSA had
sought to have the course reenroll-
ed using a neutral selection pro-
cess or cancelled.

Informed of Jeffries' cancella-
tion of the course, Smith said,
"That's what we wanted," or a
reenrollment next term. The non-
neutral registration process used
for the course unique in the school,

Students uiged to consider teaching
By Emmitt Carlton

"We are disappointed in
Virginia's record in producing law
teachers," Professor Robert Scott
said last Monday at the start of a
panel discussion entitled "How to
get into law teaching." Scott, and
Dean Richard Merrill, who looked
on, expressed a desire to interest a
greater number of Virginia
students in law teaching as a
career.

The discussion was sponsored
by the Placement Office and the
faculty on the Teacher Placement
Committee (panelists Scott,
Michael Dooley, Richard Lillich,
Ed Kitch, and Walter Wadl-
ington). It centered on questions
law students might ask when con-
templating an academic carrer.
For example: Does one have to be
an editor of the Law Review in
order to teach as a full time law
professor? What sort of things
should a prospective instructor do
while still in law school? Is it too
late to consider an academic career
after several years of law practice?

Scott, who served as moderator
of the panel, told the audience that
in his brief presentation he would
explore the myths about law
teaching, peak their curiosity, and
expand their horizons.

The first myth Scott sought to
debunk was that "in order to con-
template a law teaching position,
you must be on the Managing
Board of the Law Review." Scott
said that law schools searching for
faculty members look more at the
nature of the credentials of a
teaching candidate, than a par-
ticular credential. Second, Scott
attacked the myth that law is "a
great long term interest, not a
short term matter." Scott em-
phasized the mobility available to
legal academics as opposed to
others in the teaching fields. Scott
also attacked the belief that a pro-
sepective law professor must have
a particular specialty, such as tax.
He claimed that it was more im-
portant to be able to see broad
patterns that cut across areas of
the law. He noted that one of the
reasons that lawyers should make
a decision to teach no later than
after half a dozen years of cor-
porate practice is that they
become "overspecialized" and fail
to view the breadth of the law.
Finally, Scott criticized what he
termed the "chalkdust syn-
drome." "In law teaching, you can
mold the theoretical and the prac-
tical...there are a variety of public
service and consulting activities"
that one can participate in aside
from the teaching of law, he said.

A prespective law teacher must
make some intellectual contacts
while in law school, advised Scott,
recommendations from the faculty
matter a great deal more in trying
for a teaching position than in try-
ing to obtain a position in a
private law firm, he explained, so
one must make contact "with one
or more faculty."

At the close of his presentation,
Scott contrasted the law firm
placement process with the pro-
cedure involved in obtaining a
teaching position. Instead of sign-
ing up in an interview book to talk
to a legal employer, applicants
begin the process by suffering
through a few days of interview
sessions with law schools at a
placement fair, or by sending out
letters, resumes, and credentials

evokes memories of the
segregated institution that the
Law School once was, Smith
added.

"In one sense, this is a big thing
about nothing. But in another
sense, if you call home and talk to
your parents who were segregated
out of U.Va. Law School, it's a big
thing to black students.

"His handpicking policy has the
effect of excluding black law
students," Smith said. "This
University owes them an affir-
mative duty to see that they have
equal access to education," which
Jeffries' criteria do not afford.
Smith said he is "distressed" that
the cancellation will be blamed on
him."

to individual law schools for their
consideration. An applicant in-
vited to Virginia can expect, as
part of his or her day long inter-
view at the school, to give a half
hour talk on a topic of interest in
the law, and then field questions
from the faculty.

Professor Lillich took issue with
Scott's comments that "there are
a lot of teaching opportunities in
all schools," and "law review isn't
the most important thing" law
schools consider in selecting new
faculty.

According to Lillich, when he
started teaching law, the hiring
criteria was less stringent. Lillich
said law schools are now very
selective. He recalled an account
of an Appointments Committee
that wondered aloud why a can-
didate who was Law Review Ar-
ticles Editor at the University of
Chicago Law School wasn't the
editor in Chief.

Lillich says that the most impor-
tant thing now is to get "a first
rate academic record" and start
up with "very good marks." He
said that it is very important to be
editor in Chief of the Law Review
or at least a member of the
Review. Also, he suggested
becoming a research assistant to a
professor and clerkng for a judge
are similarly respected by hiring
committees. However, getitng an
LL.M. in graduate law studies
would not successfully ensure get-
ting a geaching job if other creden-
tials were less than sterling,
Lillich said.

Lillich said opportunities to
teach might be more plentiful in
law schools less prestigious than
Virginia. In response to a question
about what might be wrong with
teaching at a "lesser" institution,
the panel suggested that salary,
teaching load, library access, of-
fice space, faculty peers, and
possible internal problems would
be factors to look at before
deciding to teach anywhere. But
several panel members said that
they had enjoyed their teaching
experiences at some of those so-
called "lesser" institutions.Professor Doug Leslie made
several comments on the validity
of the "incredible pecking order,"
and the apparent difficulty of
teaching law at schools more
prestigious than the one you

attended.
Professor Wadlington disagreed

slightly with Scott in that he em-
phasized during his talk that
Virginia had produced a number of
teaching scholars. Wadlington
also "quarrelled" with Scott by
saying that he thought specializa-
tion was not a bad way to improve
overall chances because it allows a
candidate to show his or her exper-
tise through writing and to
develop national recognition.

During the question and answer
period following statements by
the panel members, students ask-
ed about the value of adjunct
teaching, being married to another
professional spouse, teaching at
places other than law schools, and
the first year of teaching law.

With regard to adjunct
teaching, Scott said that the facul-
ty doesn't regard it in the same
light as they do full time teaching,
and cautioned that teaching law at
the end of a long day of practice
might give one a less positive view
of teaching law. He acknowledged,
in response to the professional
spouse query, that large urban
areas are still better to avoid fami-
ly job conflicts than cities like
Charlottesville, though im-
provements have been made. In
response to a query on the dif-
ficulties of first year teaching
Scott pointed out that a
disproportionate amount of
energy, almost the full working
week, is spent in class preparaton.
The time to explore ideas develops
after a few years. "Original
scholarship is an important com-
ponent of academic success," he
lectured.

The panel expounded about the
positive opportunities of teaching
in places other than law schools.
Business and medical schools,
undergraduate political science
departments, and even education
schools, were cited as good places
to teach law.

Another session will be held in
the spring for students to go over
other aspects of academic careers
inthe law, and the panel said it
would keep in touch with thosewho attended. As Scott said, a
position on a law faculty is "the
greatert , job in the world." "But,"
he ,.racked, there are some
dov,nsides to the job "if you don't
like freedom."
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Abraham Relishes Torts, Sports
by Rachel Witmer

He'll surely become known for
his quick, unpredictable
hypothetical cases. "Now, sup-
pose Abraham was seen driving
blind-folded down Emmett
Street . . . and hits a
pedestrian. But, the facts are not
clear. Some witnesses testify it
may have been merely a loose
sweatband falling down over his
eyes." First years revel in the
animated teaching of Kenneth S.
Abraham, a visiting professor
from the University of
Maryland.

Abraham's class schedule con-
sists of Torts and Products
Liability. He's also busy
finishing his book, Distributing
Risk, which he'd like to complete
by year's end. Then there is the
commuting schedule, since his
wife, an architectural historian,
lives about 120,miles north of the
school. Abraham's favorite
recreation activities include jog-
ging, tennis, Oriole games, and
"true escape junk" novels of in-
ternational intrigue. Despite the
fast pace he seems to keep, this
professor's office door is general-
ly wide open, and students are
received with no sense of hurry
over the hundreds of pages of
manuscript likely to be lying on
his desk.

When asked about "The
University," Abraham responds
enthusiastically, "I think it's a
very pleasant place and I like it a
lot. This is a verydifferent at-
mosphere from the University of
Maryland, which is in a big city.
This is more like being in an of-
fice." And the school? "I like the
faculty very much, and I'm
beginning to get to know the
first year students. My class is
much larger than at Maryland.
Of course, I've gotten to know
the students in Products Liabili-
ty much better by now. So far, I
like everything about the
school."

Abraham's forthcoming book,
Distributing Risk, concerns
"economic and philosophical
perspectives on risk distribution,

especially in insurance." He
plans to submit the manuscript
first to Yale University, where he
received his J.D. in 1971 and
later worked as research consul-
tant to the Yale Institute for
Social and Policy Studies. That
his book zeroes in on the complex
questions in the area of in-
surance reflects Abraham's
special interest within his
general interest in torts.

"Torts is always the thing I've
liked best. I've always taught
torts. I caro about economic
analysis. What is most in-
teresting these days is the rela-
tionship between economic
theory and moral questions. I'm
very interested in the tension
between cost benefit analysis
and considerations that run
counter to economic calculations,
like fairness. Fair risk considera-
tion is also an important goal."
One is tempted to lean over and
try to skim a bit of the

manuscript, realizing that there
is where Abraham's ideas about
these questions, that tension, are
elaborated.

Abraham simply wasn't suited
to a practice like the one he had
in Bergen County, New Jersey in
the early 70's. In 1974 he began
teaching at Case Western
Reserve and then at the Univer-
sity of Maryland the following
semester. He's continued at
Maryland, occasionally teaching
a graduate course at Johns
Hopkins on the nature of inter-
pretation. He smiles, and sum-
marizes: "I got tired of practice.
I love teaching. I like research
just as much. I'm basically a self-
directed, self-starting,
autonomous person. I like the
autonomy."

Abraham is a member of Phi
Beta Kappa, the Toxic
Substances Advisory Board, and
the Environmental Law
Institute.

Cramming for interviews: Student Studies Marindale-Hubbell

SBA Meets, Reports, Debates And Appoints
by John Laskey

The SBA meeting on Monday,
September 19, went by with little
debate, until the subject of the
secession referendum came up.

The debate focused on whether
the SBA should provide alter-
natives to the petition presented
last year which would require the
SBA to move to secede from the
University honor system. A
referendum on the petition will
be held next month. SBA Presi-
dent Tom Byrne said he would
like to see students offered a
choice of three different pro-
posals. He would like to have
students choose among seces-
sion, an academic review board,
or the status quo.

Other SBA members thought
that other questions might fur-
ther confuse students on the
issue of secession. Other
students expressed concern that

the wording of the petition that
was presented to the SBA last
spring is so ambiguous that it
shouldn't be run as is. Byrne
pointed out that the SBA cannot
modify or refuse to run the
petition.

Byrne asked that proposals
for other referenda be presented
at the next SBA meeting. He
said that the SBA will know by
then exactly when the election
will be in October.

In other matters, Byrne
reported on two topics which
were carried over from last spr-
ing. He read a letter addressed to
the SBA and BALSA from Dean
Merrill which was a response to
last spring's petition by BALSA
to hire black faculty members. In
his letter, Merrill said he would
work hard to recruit black facul-
ty. Byrne also reported that the
week-long Thanksgiving vaction

which was approved in a referen-
dum last spring was rejected by
the faculty.

Several SBA members
reported that last Friday's hap-
py hour in the garden was a great
success. The party was well at-
tended by students from many
different graduate school. Byrne
noted that the SBA took in one
half of the profits from the party
and would seek to sponsor
another one next month. The
SBA also discussed providing
different brands of beer.

Byrne reported on a meeting
he had with librarian Larry
Wenger at which he expressed
the concerns of the SBA about
the limited access to the library
for students while faculty
members could -still remove
books from the library without
going through the detection
device. According to Wenger, a

detection device was not install-
ed on the third floor because it
would cost $10,000'and would
have been ineffective without so-
meone to monitor it. Several
SBA members expressed an in-
terest in continuing the effort to
have more student access to the
library.

Bvrne made appointments to
three student/faculty commit-
tees while holding off on appoint-
ments to three other committees.
Named were Frank Leone to the
Building Committee, Hillel
Weinberg and George Schwab to
the Library Committee, and Art
Lowry and Barbara Bower to the
Legal Writing Committee. Byrne
wants to increase the number of
students on the Placement, Cur-
riculum and Academic Review
Committees so he did not make
any appointments to those
committees.

Commentary: Law
ED NOTE government indicates that they

The following are excerpts are "called to the bar."
from the Reverend Drinan's In the history of English
remarks at the Red Mass for law speaking people there have been
students and faculty held at St. three great professions - the
Thomas Aquinan Church, on clergy, medicine and law. All of
September 10. those who follow these profes-
Reverend Drinan, a former sions take an oath or a vow to
Democratic Congressman from live up to the ideals which, they
Masschussetts, currently teaches admit, are far greater than their
law at Georgetown University own self advancement. Lawyers
Law School. are ministers of the courts, ser-

by Robert F. Drinan vants of justice, advocates of
As we view this lively scene justice.

tonight our minds go back The role of the lawyer is a pro-
through the centuries to that foundly spiritual one. Lawyers
time when the Christian church are moral architects, spiritual
helped to fashion common law or leaders, ethical guides.
what we now know as Anglo- The more we understand the
American law. This system of exalted role ^of the lawyer the
jurisprudence, possibly the most more we are pained at the
sophisticated system of law ever lawlessness and the violence we
developed by mankind, emerged see in the world. Physicians cr-
in the early Middle Ages. It is inge at disease and desire to cure
significant to note that Bishop it. Clergymen lament
Bracton, a Roman Catholic agnosticism and seek to radiate
prelate, published in the year faith. Lawyers are distressed and
1215 the first treatise on criminal appalled when they see the rule
law. Thomas More as chancellor of law rejected; lawyers seek to
brought together the best of the communicate the majesty of law.
sacred and the secular in English So it is that today lawyers are
law. pained and intensely distressed

Today we remember that because of the lawlessness they
heritage and invoke the Holy see everywhere; this defiance of
Spirit so that we can more fully law is accompanied by a resort to
understand our role as lawyers. violence or a threat of violence as
That role is noted in the lovely a means to resolve disputes.
English phrase that refers to the Tonight we must ask
mandate of lawyers when the ourselves the question: is there

,yers'Role In
more violence present or cann(
threatened today than ever in re- As
cent times? The answer is un- judic
doubtedly in the affirmative Holy
since we live in the nuclear age. ampli

The Catholic bishops of the distu
United States in one of the finest Chris
moments in the whole history of what
the church have recently pians
declared to the world the dread- we a
ful situation in which the nation disea
finds itself in the 38th year of the legal
nuclear age. Nica

Lawyers have unique skills to Stat(
offer the resolution of the pro- solen
blem of nuclear arms control. It has
was the knowledge of this unique Orga
capacity that led in the recent (OM
past to the formation of the inter
"Lawyers Alliance for Nuclear the ii
Arms Control." Now with over tion.
5,000 members this organization ing i:
- and similar groups in the legal in Y
profession - are in the front line notI
of doing what lawyers do as their quir(
principal task - curbing meni
lawlessness and promoting the meni
rule of law. hum

For almost 40 years the the
lawyers of the United States mar
have seen the terror and the worl
threats of the nuclear age grow. year
They have been timid or ir- day.
responsible in not using their In
considerable skills and unique in- we a,
fluence to alter the policy of a na- bettc
tion which for some time, as the ans.
bishops reminded us, has been we h
following a foreign policy that The

Combatting 'LawI
)t be morally justified. formed and more ardent Chris-
we open the academic and tians is clear. One has to

ial year by praying to the recognize the presence of God in
Spirit there are other ex- the universe and in our souls.

es of lawlessness that God is present to us by His om-
rb us as Americans and as nipresence, by His incarnation in
stians. We are reminded of Christ and by the indwelling of
St. Paul said to the Philli- the Holy Spirit. It is to that in-
(chapter 2, verses 14-16): dwelling of the Holy Spirit that

re "living in a warped and we pay particular attention at
ised world." We see an il- this Red Mass. We recall the
assault on the nation of words of Christ at the Last Sup-

ragua aided by the United per: "I will ask the Father and
es - in violation of the He will send you another
nn agreements this nation Paraclete - the spirit of truth."
made in article 18 of the The Holy Spirit dwells in our
nization of American States souls as in a home or in a sanc-
S) charter which forbids all tuary or tabernacle.
vention, direct or indirect, in Christians therefore in seeking
nternal affairs of another na- to eradicate injustice in the
We also see poverty grow- world are not simply
n America for the first time humanitarians. They seek to vin-
7 years. We see civil rights dicate the value which God
being enforced as the law re- Himself places on the dignity
es and we see the abandon- and the rights of all of those who
t of the nation's commit- are victimized by injustice.
t to promote international Christian attorneys see in those
an rights. We likewise see whose rights are violated the
price of arms and ar- children of God the Father, the

nen ts now growing in the brothers and sisters of God the
d to over $600 billion per Redeemer and the tabernacles of

almost $2 billion each God the Holy Spirit.
With that vision of reality

view of all of these events Christian attorneys look at the
sk ourselves "how can I be a world and themselves today and
er citizen?" The only real ask: How can I become both a
'er to that question is that better Christian and a better
ave to be better Christians. citizen? The answer to that
way to become better in- question is clear: deepen your

Sssness'

faith and your love and the rest
will take care of itself.

We know that we can never
run away form the world and ex-
pect to find God. Father Pierre
Teilhard De Chardin put it well:
"For a long time.. my chief in-
terest in life has been a general
attempt to find God more easily
in the world. It's an all consum-
ing effort but it's the only voca-
tion I know."

The Second Vatican Council
made it clear that our vocation is
to "find God in the world."
Vatican II made this mission
specific by including the quest
for justice as an inherent part of
our search for faith. That is the
vocation and the mission which
in a very special way the church
today urges upon attorneys. The
2300 Catholic bishops at Vatican
II were appalled at the injustice
in the world. They noted that at
least one-fourth of humanity is
chronically malnourished and
that billions being spent on arms
each year quite literally bring
about the starvation of millions.

The Council made the linking
of faith and justice the new way
- the modern way - to teach
and practice Christianity.
Vatican II made it clear that
there is no way to separate our
mysticism from our morality. It
is now clearer than ever before

See Mass, page 2
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Seventy-Five Cents

School Receives
$2.8 Million Grant

University officials announced
this week that $2.8 million has
been donated to the Law School
from a private trust sstabished
by the estate of Lacy Withers
Armour of Lake Forest, Illinois
The funds will be used to
establish permanently endowed
scholarships in her name for
outstanding law student. Ar-
mour, who died in 1981, was the
widow of meat packing executive
Hearne Armour, of Armour and
Co.

Six students in the first year
class have already received finan-
cial aid through the Armour
fellowship fund. Law School
Dean Richard Merrill says that
the number of Armour scholars
may vary each year, depending
on need and the income from the
fund. "There probably won't be a
fixed number since it (the fund)
will be tailored to meet the finan-
cial needs of the student," he
said. "There might ultimately be
twenty per class." He added that
"we hope to plow some of the in-
come back into the principle to
help keep pace with inflation," so
the fund won't dimish over time.

In recognition of this gift, the
University will name the Law
School building after Armour's
father, the late Henry Malcome
Withers, who attended the Law
School in 1868 and 1869. This
naming, according to Merrill,
would apply only to the building;
the Law School would not
become the "Withers School of
Law."

Merrill plans to have a naming
ceremony at the Law School,
"certainly no earlier than next
spring." "I'm encouraging the
University and the donors to
schedule the event for next fall
.... to combine the naming
ceremony with an evening dinner
with the scholar," said Merrill.
He feels that "this should be
viewed as a people gift rather
than a building gift, making "the
group of talented and needy
students" the focus of the
celebration. Merrill would like to
see an annual dinner honoring
the Armour scholars.
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Ar"llr.d
North Grounds

This afternoon at 4 p.m.,
ceremonies will be held marking the
designation of Phase I of the Law
School as "Henry Malcolm Withers
Hall." Withers was a student here
from 1868 to 1870, and his daughter,
Lacy Withers Armour, established a
trust that has endowed the Armour
Scholarships for outstanding
students with financial need.

As a public service, the Law
Weekly would like to clear up the
profound confusion among studetns
about what to call the building that
houses the Law School. Phase I -
the front part - will now be known
as Withers Hall. Apparently it has
remained nameless these ten years
since its completion because the
University wanted to wait until
some benefactor made a significant
enough contribution to warrant such
an honor. "Significant," in the eyes
of the Board of Visitors, equals one-
half of the initial construction cost
of the building to be named. Phase
I I - the back part - of course, re-
Wis Walter L. Brown Hall, as it
liasince its construction in 1979. So
far, no one has asked to have one of
the halls connecting Withers Hall
and Brown Hall named after him.
Now's your chance - see Dave Ib-
beken for details.

The Armour contribution will go
to endowed scholarships, with 85
percent of the proceeds going to the
Law School and 15 percent going to
the undergraduate school. Armour
Scholars in the Class of 1986 are
John D'Amico, Anthony Dies, Ann
Peldo, John Rego and Joseph Utasy.
In the Class of 1987, scholars are
Bill Brewster, Brenda Greenberg,
Curtis Hairston, Melissa Lamb,
Maxwell Stearns, Mike
Vandenbergh, and Theresa Wagner.

"How to get into law teaching"
will be the title of a panel discussion
Monday, October 15 at 3:30 in room
102. Even if you consider that op-
tion somewhere down the line for
you, now's the time to consider it. If
you want to teach, there are certain
things you should do while you're in
law school The panel on Monday
will include a wide variety of U.Va.
talent: Bob Scott, Michael Dooley,
Walter Wadington, Richard Lillich
and Ed Kitch.

According to Professor Scott, one
does not have to be "editor of law
review" in order to go into teaching.
the opportunities are wide and
varied. So if you're even mildly in-
terested, come on Monday. The
discussion is sponsored by the Place-
ment Office and the faculty in
Teacher Placement Committee.

Any student organizations in-
terested in obtaining mailbox space
should leave a note in the Student
Bar Assocation mailbox by 12 noon
on October 22. SBA is hoping to
give all interested student organiza-
tions a mailboi

On Tuesday, October 16,
Delaware Attorney General Charles
Oberly, a Virginia graduate, will
speak on opportunities in public in-
terest law and state government.
Students interested in dining with
Mr. Oberly before the speech should
contact Michele Preston by student
mail by Monday, October 15.
Oberly's speech is sponsored by the
Student Legal Forum.

I.I.t., P.....

Professor Ronald Dworkin spoke to an overflow crowd in Caplin
Auditorium Tuesday afternoon.

Roin joins
By Thuy Dinh

For Julie Roin, coming to the
Law School meant more than get-
ting her first job in academia.

It meant ending a 110-mile com-
muting problem by moving to the
city where her husband, Professor
Saul Levmore, is employed.

A 1980 graduate of Yale Law
School, Roin met Levmore when
she served as counselor to
undergraduates in the Yale college
where Levmore served as dean.
She is taking an indefinite leave of
absence from the Washington,
D.C. firm of Caplin and Drysdale
to teach Contracts, Tax I and Tax-
ation of International Transac-
tions as a visiting assistant
professor.

Roin is also a former law clerk
to Judge Patricia Wald of the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the D.C. Cir-
cuit, and a 1977 graduate of
Harvard-Radcliffe.

As a newcomer to academia,
Roin admits that teaching law is a
challenge. She finds that com-
municating through speaking is
considerably more difficult than
communicating through the writ-

DICTA
Dr. Barbara R. Bergmann is a

professor of economics at the
University of Maryland. She
received a BA in Mathematics
from Cornell and a PhD in
Economics from Harvard.

In last week's DICTA, Dr.
Bergmann began an economic
analysis of comparable worth. She
argues that implementation of
comparable worth will improve
market efficiency.

Let us now consider how in-
dividual firms which have entry
jobs in the two occupations might
react to market wages, when as in
the example of the previous sec-
tion, these wages have been in-
fluenced by other employers9
segregation of male and female
workers. We will assume as above
that all men and women in the
labor market from which the com-
pany draws its workers are
capable of doing all of the jobs
and, given equal pay, would be in-
different to which job they had.

law faculty
ten word, and occasionally finds
herself tangled in her own
message when trying to clarify
something in class, she says. Roin
observes that transmitting
messages verbally gives the
sender less control than through
writing.

Teaching has proven enjoyable
so far, however, and Roin concedes
that she has not made up her mind
about whether to try to continue
teaching or to return to practice.

Roin has only kind words for
both the faculty and ,students of
the Law School. Students here are
"as bright and as motivated" as
at Yale, she declares. And though
Yale is much smaller in size, Roin
finds the faculty here to be "much
more committed" to teaching.

Teaching styles at the two in-
stitutions are influenced by the
dominant modes of legal analysis
at each school, she added. At
Virginia, the faculty places a
heavier emphasis on the economic
analysis of law, while Yale's facul-
ty leans toward a "historical acci-
dent" approach, according to
Roin. She describes the latter
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O ZrtrD~workin.
By Jay Barker and
Richard McAdams

Affirmative action is an "easy"
issue.

Abortion is a hard one.
The law and economics move-

ment has failed to face the implica-
tion of what it is preaching.

And, remember: there are right
answers.

Ronald Dworkin, a heralded pro-
fessor of law and philosophy at
both Oxford and New York

'University, spoke with the Law
Weekly last Monday during his
visit to the Law School as the se-
cond McCorkle Lecturer (see com-
panion story on speech). In nearly
two hours of wide-ranging conver-
sation more resembling an Oxford
tutorial than an interview,
Dworkin made the points noted
above, and more.

Most immediately relevant to
law students was his description
of law practice in a big New York
firm (Sullivan and Cromwell). Was
it enjoyable? "Yes." Was it in-
tellectually stimulating? "No."

Dworkin, who went to Harvard
Law School and clerked for Judge
Learned Hand (but turned down a

clerkship with Justice Felix
Frankfurter), found corporate law
practice "exciting" and
"glamorous" at first, then
"tedious." He thrilled at tran-
satlantic business deals, and learn-
ed that he was not to fly coach
under any circumstances (clients
expected the "best," apparently).
But he decided that any other
competent lawyer could have done
the smae job he had done, and
moved to academia to find his
niche.

"If you're in academic life, for
better or worse, what you do is not
going to be done by anyone else."
Doing it well, of course, has been
an additional reward.

As an instructor in both the
U.S. and Great Britain, Dworkin
(an American by birth) is in an
unusually good position to assess
the differences. The biggest dif-
ference, he notes, is that in
England legal study is- an
undergraduate course. Second,
law is largely taught in small
tutorials with a professor and one
or a few students, and lectures are
either for special occasions or

No more D-3 sti
Copeley and Ivy

By Michael Fay

: , The Student Bar Association
, voted Monday to deny D-3 park-

A ing stickers to residents of
Copeley Iand II and Ivy Garden
Apartments, taking action on its
newly discovered authority over
the allocation of D-3 spots.

SBA president Stan Weston
said, "The SBA felt that after be-
ing approached with the [parking]

...... pho . problem, something had to be
Julie Roin done to make [the allocation pro-

cess] more fair." He said the SBA
style as focusing on language and posed itself with the question,
history: how a legal doctrine is "Why deny Arlington Boulevard
phrased and how it evolves over residents stickers and not Ivy
time. In contrast, economic Garden residents?" Third-year
analysis focuses on behavior representative Bob Eisenbach ex-
modification and the use of legal plained that the proximity of the
rules to influence citizens' actions. apartments to the Law School in-

At bottom, Roin says, the dif: fluenced the council's decision.
ference between the two ap- "Since there were 800 applicants
proaches is largely one of and only 187 spots, said Eisen-
vocabulary. "Either economically bach, "[the council] decided
or historically, the law provides a something needed to be done for
framework for a society based those students who live far away."
mostly on economic needs." Weston said the council con-

sidered a third-year priority
See ROIN, page I system, but though "some sup-

An analysis of 'con
in a non-discriminating the traditionally female jobs.

Males applying to Smith who were
first consider the situa- not offered traditionally male jobs
Smith Company, which could probably do better

sume is the exception to elsewhere and few would accept
ral practice of sex employment by Smith in tradi-
n, and unlike other tionally female jobs. As time went
does not take into ac- on, the females employed by
sex of the applicnt in Smith in traditionally female jobs

whether to hire and would ask for transfers to the
?lace that applicant. We traditionally male jobs in Smith,
ask what wages Smith and if they were given preference
might reasonably set. over outside applicants, these jobs
;ihilitv fnr Smith wnuld would also become all female.

be to ascertain market wages for
both occupations, and to set
wages as other employers do. This
behavior would set the jobs held in
other companies by males, (the
"traditionally male jobs") at a
higher rate of pay than jobs held
by females in other companies (the
"traditionally female jobs").
Smith Company would, with that
"conventional" wage structure,
end up with both males and
females in the traditionally male
jobs - and all or mostly females in

If the non-discriminating Smith
Company did mimic the wage
practices of discriminating com-
panies, it would not be maximiz-
ing its profit, however. The supply
situation faced by Smith for tradi-
tionally male jobs would be dif-
ferent from that faced by the
discriminating companies, by vir-
tue of the fact that Smith con-
siders women as well as men to be
"acceptable" for that job. Smith
would have a surplus of candidate

for its traditionally male jobs and
the principles outlined above
should loead Smith to lower the
wage it offers in that occupation.
In fact, Smith would end up pay-
ing about the same in both kinds
of jobs. The wage for both would
be the wage paid for traditionally
female jobs by discriminating
employers. In so doing it would
cut its labor cost by eliminating
the bonus paid in traditionlly male
jobs -a bonus made unnecessary
by the successful recruitment of
women to them. In this case we
would expect to see few men in
any of Smith's entry jobs.

It should be noticed that profit
maximizing behavior for Smith
with respect to wage structure is
to install for its own internal use
the wage structure which would be
general in the market in the
absence of discrimination. We
may further note that to the ex-
tent that Smith's non-
discriminatory behavior has an ap-
preciable influence on "market

optional.
He endorses today's version of

the Socratic method as a useful ex-
ercise in interpreting material that
students have already read. The
method "is particularly ap-
propriate ... in testing a cer-
tain principle."

Dworkin recommends one major
change in law school curricula: in-
clusion of a course in political
philosophy in the first year.
Without such comparative learn-
ing, student lack perspective on
the ideas they are taught, he says.
As a result, students now "get
oversold" on theories such as law
and economics without ever
challenging them, he says.

The prevailing "moral skep-
ticism" is perhaps what Dworkin
would most like to challenge. "I'd
love to have three hours with each
law school class to go over the
case for and against skepticism,"
he says with a smile.

According to Dworkin, the
prevailing tone of moral skep-
ticism in the legal world should
not obscure the truth that a moral-
ly correct answer can be given for

See DWORKIN, page 4

ickers for
r Gardens
port" existed, the SBA "decided
[the idea] was not fair." Weston
claimed the third-year system
"was something the SBA wants to
avoid," and stated that "the lot-
tery is the fairest system we can
see at this time."

Any additional action by the
SBA as to its authority in the D-3
allocation process would "not be a
question of what the SBA is will-
ing to do, but responses to addi-
tional problems raised by
students," said Weston. He
reiterated his belief that the ad-
ministration has a "natural
responsibility" to run the lottery
system; his remarks were in
response to an offer by Assistant
Dean Lane Kneedler to turn the
administration of the lottery over
to the SBA. Weston said the SBA
was "not ready" to assume this
responsibility.

The Student Bar Association
learned of its authority over the
allocation of D-3 stickers only last
month. The last previous alloca-
tion decision by the SBA
established the lottery system
Sometime the in the mid-1970s.

wages", the effect will be to reduce
the differential between wages in
the two occupations paid by firms
which continue to discriminate
because of the diminished employ-
ment of men and the increased
employment of women by Smith.
This would increase the supply of
men and decrease the supply of
women to other employers. Thus,
the more "Smith Companies" we
have, the lower will be the average
differential between wages in the
two occupations in the market
generally.
b.) Wages in a discriminating firm

Let us contrast the situation at
Company Smith with that of
Jones Company, which we
observe, allows only males into
traditionally male jobs. Given
that Jones will not accept women
into these jobs, it maximizes the
profit it can make subject to this
self-imposed constraint on whom
it can hire in each occupation. To

See DICTA, page 2

There are right answers

nparable worth'
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Laurance Armour, a descendant of Henry Malcolm Withers, spoke last Friday at ceremonies
dedicating Phase I f the Law School as Withers Hall. He told the assembled faculty and students that
Withers had acquired the money he used to attend law school here from a Union pay train robbed by
Mosby's Raiders, a group of Confederate guerrillas active in Virginia during the Civil War. By endowing
$2.8 million in Armour Scholarships, Armour said, his family hoped to encourage exceptionally well-
qualifed needy students to study law and to use their legal skills to solve social problems.

The Baby
To the Editor:

As Captain of the Baby
Stompers, I feel compelled to cor-
rect the October 12 Iaw Geekly
which characterized the Stompers
as Falwell followers and elevated
Brad Marrs to Captain of our
team.

Criticizing Marrs is a popular,
highly competitive pasttime
which receives complete participa-
tion from the Stompers. Addi-
tionally, the Stompers field abuse
constantly but appreciate the at-
tention. In short, we believe firmly
in satire, sarcasm and outright
insults.

But you went too far. As the on-

Stompers falsely
ly Republican-Falwell Follower-
Facist on the Stompers, Marrs is a
solitary pillar of narrow-minded,
insensitive, brainwashed
thoughts. Yet due to the article,
many Stompers have suffered
heckling, threats of violence, and
ostracism from our loved ones
(who read the Law Geekly to
follow our softball fortunes). It is
true that we get more interviews
now but let's be honest, who
wants to work with Richard
Nixon?

C'mon Law Geekly! Get your
act together. Sure, we can take a
joke, we even pretend Raber and
Meis are funny. And we don't

categorized
mind insults, i.e. "Marrs, you
smell!" But please don't associate
the Stompers with Jerry Falwell
or the Republican Party, we have
enough trouble defending our
team name.

THE BABY STOMPERS

Captain Mark Carver
Charlie "Straw" Joseph

Fred Leiner
Curtis "Woody" Krizek

Chris Kearney
Brian "Wiz" Kennedy

Ken Najder
Jon Moonves
Brad Saxton
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A Raber reverie
What's in a name?

By Steve Raber
Last week as the playoffs drew

near, semi-loyal readers filled this
reporter's mailbox with nasty
complaints. "Hey Raber," wrote
one, "All you ever write about is
Esky, the Killer B's, and your so
called 'friends'." Said another, "If that
you don't broaden your audience Boc
appeal I'm gonna start reading Myi
Barfly and Chow!"y whc

Help me Raoul! Help me street! Den
Where are all you softball gurus Esk
when I need you!? A voice came S(
from above, "Keep your eye on the trac
ball, Steverino." And so I looked, like
Looking into the NGSL crystal togE
ball, this reporter became in- ever
trigued by some of the great Anr
names around the league. But the Falv
investigation didn't stop there. Fah
Conscious of the increasing Sati
number of professional women hay
adopting hyphenated names upon Stoi
marriage (eg. Chris Evert-Lloyd), that
this reporter looked beyond the S
singles scene and found the list. who
The list of "dream marriages" in not
the NGSL. H

For all of you rock 'n roll fans leag
out there, imagine if Rochelle "Hi
Durant married Joe Durant. ump
You'd have Rochelle Durant- Sati
Durant. For you Episcopalians, a a r(
Nan King and Seth Henry mar- reco
riage would give us Nan King- For
Henry leag

Some fans like rhythm in a copy
name. For you rhythm folks, think autc
about Linda Ebough exchanging assa
vows with Craig Umbaugh. Or St
Chrissy Dibble tying the knot pitif
with Kraig Kibble. If that's not bour
enough, there's always the chance 4-1.
that Mary Grandy will walk the ai- Judi
sle with Rich Grundy. beer

Let's talk baseball. If Molly Lon,
Fields and Fred Leiner got mar- from
ried, you'd have Molly Fields- wat(
Leiner. And Umbaugh tells me 12-7

t a Myra Moore and Mark
)z wedding would produce
ra Moore-Booz. Those of you
D lisp would dread the pair of
aise Etheridge and Bill
ridge.
ome fans like to point out con-
lictions. Those people might

to see Nancy Green get
ether with Bill Lemon. But
n better is the possibility of

Kennedy marrying Jerry
well. How does Ann Kennedy-
well sound? Finally, for you
urday morning T.V. fans, we
e Colleen Jelley and Clarence
ne. Hey hey, Boo Boo. Gimme
t picnic basket!
orry if I've offended any of you

are already married. It may
have been very big o' me.
ere's a quick look around the
ue. In umpiring acton, Charlie
Mom, Send Money" Joseph

)ed the last three games on
arday, and then the first six in
Ow on Sunday for a league
)rd of nine consecutive games.

your efforts, Charlie, the
ue has voted to give you a
y of "The Book of Insults,"
Dgraphed by the verbal
Lssin, Dave Champoux.
haking off an early loss to the
ful Gaveliers, Showtime has re-
nded and stands at a strong

Unaffected by the Race
icata and several post-race
•s, Showtime drilled the
gballs 24-2 and then recovered
n Sunday hangovers in time to
er down the D'luted Earnings,

Softball

Dicta
Continued from page 1

and working conditions into the
determination of wage rates.
Generally, male dog-pound atten-
dants are paid more than female
child-care attendants. The applica-
tion of pay equity to this situation
would recognize the value to socie-
ty and to the employer of child-
care attendants regardless of their
sex and demand the elimination of
this type of wage differential.

Pay equity recognizes the
limitations of equal pay for equal
work doctrines in the face of
substantial occupational segrega-
tion. As the National Committee
on Pay Equity has pointed out,
equal pay laws, upward mobility
efforts, improved access for
women in non-traditional jobs are
all important aspects of an
economic rights program for
women, but these efforts still fail
to address the needs of women in
female dominated occupations. It
is no longer possible, in face of per-
sistent evidence to the contrary,
to write off these wage differen-
tials as a legitimate result of dif-
ferences by gender in abilities, in-
terests or educational levels.

Sex-based wage discrimination
profoundly affects the economic
security of the millions of women
now working to support
themselves and their dependents.
Since the 1960s, the number of
wives, mothers with small
children and women maintaining
families without a spouse entering
the workforce has risen
dramatically. The majority of
these women are working for the
same reasons men do - economic
necessity - and sex-based wage
discrimination continues to in-
crease the risk of poverty for
working women. Families main-
tained by women are six times as
likely than other families to have
annual incomes below the poverty
level.

The consequences of low lifetime
wages continue to affect women
after retirement. The concentra-
tion of women in low paying jobsand industries limits their oppor-
tunity to be covered by private
pension plans. In addition, the
lower lifetime earnings of women
results in lower pension and Social
Security benefits.

Attempts to address the wage
gap through pay equity have in-
cluded litigation, legislation, col-

lective bargaining, and wage-
evaluation studies. Although
several legislative proposals ad-
dressing pay equity have been in-
troduced in the U.S. Congress, no
legislation has yet passed both
Houses of Congress. In addition,
no court has directly addressed
the issue of pay equity.

The first law dealing with sex
based wage discrimination was
the Equal Pay Act of 1963.
The Equal Pay Act prohibits
employers from discriminating on
the basis of sex by paying lower
wages to employees of one sex
than to employees of the other sex
for perfomring equal work. The
Bennett Amendment allowed four
exceptions to the Equal Pay Act.
These include differentials due to
a seniority system, a merit
system, wages based on quantity
or quality of work performed, and
wages based on a factor other than
sex. The Equal Pay Act is very
narrow in its scope and only pro-
hibits sex discrimination when an
employee can show that he-she is
being paid less than another
employee of the opposite sex for
"substantially equal" work. Jobs
that are comparable in that they
require the same degree of skill, ef-
fort, responsibility and working
conditions, but are in fact dif-
ferent occupations are not covered
under the Equal Pay Act.

In 1964, Congress passed Title
VII of the Civil Rights Act which
states that it is illegal to
discriminate in employment on
the basis of sex in hiring,
classification, promotion, compen-
sation, fringe benefits and
discharge of an employee. The
same four exceptions under the
Bennett Amendment were applied
to Title VII. This link to the Equal
Pay Act entitled employers to dif-
ferentiate on the basis of sex in
wage rates to the extent the dif-
ferential is authorized by the
Equal Pay Act. The question of
whether Title VII applies only to
equal work situations or if the con-
nection to the Equal Pay Act ap-
plies only to the four Bennett
amendment exemptions was left
unresolved.

In 1981, this question was
answered when the Supreme
Court ruled in County of
Washington v. Gunther (S.Ct.
1981) that Title VII was not

limited to claims of unequal pay
for equal work. In Gunther, female
jail matrons argued that although
the composition of their jobs
varied from the composition of the
male jail guards, their jobs were of
comparable worth to the County
of Washington. The Supreme
Court ruled that the female jail
guards, who were being paid less
than the male guards, were entitl-
ed under Title VII to sue their
employer regardless of whether
the jobs were identical. The Court
did not rule on the concept of com-
parable worth, but rather whether
the female jail workers' wages
were depressed due to intentional
sex discrimination.

In AFCSME v. State of
Washington (W.S.Ct. 1983), a
Federal court went further to af-
firm the doctrine of comparable
worth. In 1974 the state of
Washington contracted Norman
Willis and Associates to study the
Washington state wage system to
determine whether the state's
salary schedule reflected a bias in
wages paid to women as compared
to wages paid to men. The study
compared knowledge, skills, men-
tal demands, accountability, and
working conditions in the various
job categories. The Norman Willis
study found a 20 percent wage gap
between men and women perform-
ing comparable jobs. Although
Governor Evans recommended ap-
propriations in 1976 to close this
gap, no increased wages or back
pay were ever awarded to the
state's female workers. In
September 1981, nine state
employees along with AFSCME
filed charges with the Equal
Employment Opportunity Com-
mission (EEOC) complaining of in-
tentional wage discrimination bas-
ed on sex. Judge Tanner found the
state of Washington guilty of sex
discrimination in comparable jobs
under Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act.

The Gunther case removed the
barrier for employees to sue for
comparable wages, but it did not
define what kind of proof was
necessary to establish illegal wagediscrimination. The AFScME
case contended, however, that the
state had discriminated against
women since since it was aware of
disparities in the wage system and
made no attempt to correct them.

AFSCME was a further clarifica-
tion of the intent of Title VII and
the strongest Federal endorse-
ment to date of comparable worth.
The AFSCME case is presently
pending in the U.S. Court of Ap-
peals for the Ninth Circuit.

The public sector has been at the
forefront of the pay equity issue
since its inception. Most pay equi-
ty legislation and regulation ad-
dress comparable wages in the
Federal labor market. Executive
Order 11478 (1969) mandates
equal employment opportunities
in the Federal government and
Executive Order 11246 (1965) for-
bids discrimination based on sex
in Federal contracts. The Civil
Service Reform Act of 1978 is the
only Federal law that mandates
the implementation of comparable
worth as equal pay for work of
equal value. Most litigation in-
volving pay equity cases has been
initiated by public employee's
unions - most notably AFSCME
- and centers around state and
local female employees'
discrimination. State after state
are conducting studies on their
classification and pay systems for
wage discrimination based on sex.
Why is it that the public sector of
employment seems to have made
greater strides in the realization of
pay equity than the private sec-
tor? It is easier to determine the
existence of sex discrimination in
compensation in the public sector
because Federal, state, and local
governments use uniform criteria
to determine job rank and wages.
It is even easier to measure
discrimination in state and local
governments rather than the
Federal government because state
and local enforcement of equal
employment opportunity regula-
tions tend to be more carefully
monitored.

Is it possible for sex discrimina-
tion to creep into a system where
jobs are ranked by uniform stan-
dards, where wages are assigned
according to rank, where there is
close scrutiny of affirmative ac-
tion and EEO regulations, and
where many Public Laws and Ex-ecutive Orders are on the books to
regulate the wage system? The
data indicates that pay inequities
are still very prevalent in the
Federal workforce as well as in
state and local governments.

Women in the private sector earn
about 60 cents for every dollar
earned by men. Women employed
by the Federal government do not
fare much better, earning only 63
cents for every dollar a man earns,
and state and local women govern-
ment employees earn 71 percent of
men's wage.

Occupational segregation is the
largest contributing factor to the
wage gap between men and
women in the public sector.
Eighty percent of all women
employed by the Federal govern-
ment are in the lowest General
Schedule grades one through nine
as compared to only 40 percent of
all mei. employed by the Federal
government. The segregation of
federally employed women began
with their introduction into the
Federal workforce. In 1862 the
Treasurer of the United States,
General Francis Elias Spinner,
suggested using women to cut the
Treasury notes because, "A
woman can use scissors better
than a man, and she will do it
cheaper." Women in the Federal
government are not only in dif-
ferent General Schedule grades
than men, but in different low pay-
ing occupational series within
each grade. For example, even
though 80 percent of all clerical
workers are women, they are 99
percent of the secretarial series.
Women comprise 10 percent of all
professional employees, but 99
percent of all public health nurses
in the professional occupational
category are women.

The Second Session of the 98th
Congress marks that first time
pay equity legislation has passed
the U.S. House of Represen-
tatives. Representative Mary
Rose Oakar (D-OH) introduced
two companion pay equity bills in
her Post Office and Civil Service
Subcommittee on Employee
Benefits and Compensation H.R.
5092 addresses EEOC enforce-
ment. "The Federal Employee's
Pay Equity and Management Im-
provement Act of 1984" (H.R.
5680) mandates that the Federal
government undertake a study ofthe Federal wage systems compar-
ing jobs dominated by women
with jobs dominated by men for
wage discrimination due to sex.
Suggested remedies to end pay
disparities within the federal

government would also be includ-
ed in the study. When H.R. 5680
was first introduced into Con-
gress, the bill made steady pro-
gress through the legislative pro-
cess. Hearings were held in
Representative Oakar's Subcom-
mittee where overwhelming sup-
port for the bill was voiced by
women's organizations, Federal
employee's unions, Federally
Employed Women (FEW), as well
as the then Democratic candidates
for President. The legislation was
attached to the merit pay bill and
easily passed the Subcommittee.
Although there was an attempt to
delay the legislation by some of
the Post Office and Civil Service
Committee Republicans,H.R. 5680
was passed by this Committee
within a few weeks.

Opposition became apparent,
however, when Office of Personnel
Management (OPM) Director,
Donald Devine, asserted that the
passage of H.R. 5680 would result
in the lowering of blue collar
wages, even though this situation
is prohibited in the bill's language.

Despite this attempt to block
the passage of H.R. 5680, the
House of Representatives voted
overwhelmingly (413-6) to pass the
Federal Pay Equity and Manage-
ment Improvement Act of 1984.
One amendment was added during
the House floor debate which re-
quires a private consulting firm to
do the pay equity study rather
than OPM. Since the House
passage of H.R. 5680 on June 29,
1984, the pay equity bill has
become a political football. A
similar merit pay bill was passed
by the U.S. Senate without the
pay equity provision and the
Senate has refused to go to con-
ference on the legislation. In the
final days of the 98th Congress the
merit pay bill was attached to the
FY85 budget legislation without
the pay equity provision.

The Federal government should
act as a role model for the private
sector. Eliminating wage
disparities between men and
women in comparable jobs in the
Federal government and
establishing bias-free job evalua-
tions would encourage the private
sector to do likewise. Jobs should
not be defined by sex, but by the
skills and responsibilities needed
to perform those jobs.

A tipsy "Iowa" Mike Keller pit-
ched strongly in both victories
while Tom "QT" Angelo and
Lorin "Brothers" Patterson led
the way defensively. By the way,
Showtime sources revealed that
both games had been rescheduled
so as not to interfere with any of
Curtis "Steambath" Hairston's
four favorite soap operas.

In Co-Rec action, Linda
Ebaugh-Umbaugh pitched a gem
in Bare Desire's 15-1 victory over
the Hazardous Wastes, and the
Slugs slimed past Esky's B-Sotted
bunch 17-5 behind the batting of
Mary Grandy-Grundy and the pit-
ching of "Big Looou" Haskell.

Since week-old results become
stale around playoff time, it's time
to make some predictions. In the
Macho league, the league of meat
and potatoes, look for the Baby
Stompers to win their first ever
NGSL crown and then repeatedly
hug themselves at their awards
banquet. Both on and off the field,
there's no stopping the boys in
baby blue and blood red.

Predictions are tougher in the
other leagues, but nevertheless,
this reporter will go out on a limb.
The Regular league champions
will be the Imperialists, challeng-
ed only by the Real Section D and
Ten Guys Named Mao. In the Co-
Rec league, Some Assembly Re-
quired will take the crown while
the Boneless Chickens, Killer B's,
and Seffert's Foot round out the
Final Four.

Line Drives

With the playoffs comes the ad-
ded pressure to win. Who will be
the NGSL's Mr. or Ms. October?
Make your prediction now and put
it in the NGSL box. The winner
gets two free tickets to the NGSL
spring banquet. Swing it level.
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Editorial

The LSDB vote
When a lot of people spend a lot of time working on an

important project, it becomes difficult to reject the result.
The proposed Law School Disciplinary Board is such a
project: We do need to supplement or improve the honor
system, but the LSDB will not close the gaps in our cur-
rent system.

LSDB would operate as a supplement to the Honor
Committee. Many aspects of the proposal would improve
the way we police lying, cheating and stealing. These
timely changes include multiple sanctions, increased
faculty participation, and heightened procedural protec-
tion for the accused.

Despite these positive steps, the proposed LSDB does
not provide an adequate solution to the deficiencies of the
University honor system. In fact, it is not clear what the
Board would actually do, since its jurisdiction would be
limited to violations by participants in Moot Court, jour-
nal tryouts, Legal Writing, and flexible examinations. In
addition, acts that are "within the scope" of the honor
system are outside of the Board's jurisdiction. This pro-
viso seems to remove all of the listed areas from LSDB
consideration; as Josh Henson (accused of cheating in an
intermural Moot Court competition several years ago)
can testify, the honor system in fact covers acts outside
of academics. And we cannot understand why a violation
committed during Legal Writing or while taking a flex ex-
am is outside of the honor system's scope when both
clearly involve academic work.

The Board will also be limited by the exclusive jurisdic-
tion of the Honor Committee over cases that reach the ac-
cusation stage. This provision removes the most impor-
tant cases from the LSDB, since students who have com-
mitted an offense serious enough at first blush to warrant
expulsion but which an Honor jury determined to be
nonserious will not be subject to further proceedings.

The SBA's proposal is the product of a long and careful
deliberative process, and it would provide several needed
reforms of the Law School's policing system. However,
the LSDB is not comprehensive enough to solve the
minor cheating problems we have. We recommend rejec-
tion of the LSDB, but we urge the Student Bar Associa-
tion to remain committed to the ideals behind this pro-
posal and take the lead in pressing for University-wide
reform of the honor system.

A veteran of the battle

By Jared Burden
The last exam was done, and my

eyes let themselves focus on trees
and mountains which were 50,
100, thousands of feet in the
distance. The cold rainy wind
rushed by my car and made silver
rivulets of water on my side win-
dow. It was time for the warm
fingers of vacation to begin to
make history of a month of
anxiety.

I had not stopped to rest, relax,
buy a six pack, get bent. I had
wanted to get in the car and drive
away. As I drove and watched the
rain rush at me I imagined myself
as a survivor of a bloodless war
which everyone had watched and
cared about as much as me.

I arrived home intellectually
aware of the fact that I would need
to decompress. Putting this into
motion was more problematic. I
raised my voice at my girlfriend
when she was late to meet me, and
I chafed at having to go with her
on an errand: in my mind, we were
wasting time, though there was
nothing to hurry for.

That night we went to a crowd-
ed bar that was full of students
emerging from private ordeals and
non-students slogging through the
ordeal which is life. I looked
around and thought that surely
my experience had been among
the most difficult. I talked ad
nauseum about things which could
not have been interesting but
which (sadly perhaps) had been the
guts of my life: professor's mind-
sets, exam strategies, pressure.
As I spoke I realized I was still
coming down, that I had to give it
time, that you just couldn't get
over such an experience like your
first exam period that quickly.
And as I spoke I watched the
faces of my friends and I could see
that the place from whence I came
was not the center of their own
universes.

I got angry, inexplicably, an-
noyingly, at the waiter when he
was slow in bringing the beers.

First
year

The experience

As I woke up the next morning,
lying in my bed 24 hours after an
early morning pre-exam breakfast,
120 miles from the nearest
bluebook, I remember thinking to
myself vaguely: there must be
something I should do, I must go
and accomplish some task.

When later that day I allowed
myself to settle into the couch
without something in my hands to
read, to justify the comfort, I
started down the road to doing up
life as it was supposed to be done
just then. Vacation went well. The
time went so fast. I like law
school, but this was the first
Christmas break that truly ended
too soon.

You see, in the back of my ex-
hausted mind that day as I drove
through the rain and looked at the
trees - anything that wasn't a
book - there rested this latent,
unspoken, unconsidered feeling
that it was over. All over. The
whole first year was done, or at
least the tough part. Somehow the
bridge had been crossed. When
vacation ended, and I had to make
peace with books I had left behind
on my desk without a backward
glance, I found myself scraping
the sides of the jar to find the
energy to proceed.

The jelly jar is full again, so to
speak, but only because I stopped
trying to fight the tiny little
changes you have to make as you
move between the spheres of your
life. I'm taking energy once again
out of the thoughts on the printed
page. I'm in bars drinking
Budweisers with friends who
know what I'm talking about,
even when I don't. I measure pro-
gress in pages read and brain cells
stretched.

You make peace with where you
are.

LSDB
To the Editor:

The Student Bar Association
urges you to vote in favor of
establishing the Law School
Disciplinary Board (LSDB) in the
referendum election to be held at
the School of Law on Feb. 13 and
14. The LSDB proposal is the
culmination of the SBA's efforts
to establish a supplementary
system to the University Honor
System for the Law School. The
SBA completed its work on the
LSDB Constitution and By-laws
in late November, 1984.

Over the past decade law
students have become increasing-
ly concerned over the harshness of
the single sanction of expulsion
and the inability of the University
Honor System to address viola-
tions of lying, cheating and steal-
ing that do not warrant perma-
nent dismissal from the Universi-
ty. In a referendum held in the fall
of 1983, law students overwhelm-
ingly voted in favor of the SBA ex-
amining the possibility of
establishing an honor system for
the Law School. The SBA
responded to this mandate by for-
ming the Committee to Design a
Model Honor Committee. After
six months of meeting with facul-
ty, students and alumni, this com-
mittee designed a model honor
system based on the following
criteria: participation, confidence,
sanction proportionality, simplici-
ty and fairness. This fall the SBA
borrowed heavily from the com-
mittee's report in writing the con-
stitution and by-laws for the
LSDB.

The LSDB is an attempt by law
students to address concerns
specific to the Law School that are
not currently being addressed by
the University Honor System,
while remaining within the
University Honor System. The
preamble to the LSDB Constitu-
tion states that the LSDB shall
"address violations of lying,
cheating, and stealing occurring in
Law School activities which are
not considered within the scope of
the University of Virginia Honor
System." The specific Law School
activities covered by the LSDB
are listed in By-law 1.1: "journal
try-outs, Moot Court or other Law
School competitions, First-year
Legal Writing, and Flexible
Examinations."

Violations of lying, cheating
and stealing that are not
"serious," i.e., not deserving of
permanent dismissal from the
University, are not covered by the

University Honor System. Thus,
as demonstrated by recent honor
cases, grave but non-reprehensible
offenses are not currently being
addressed by any system. The
LSDB, if passed, would be able to
handle such cases in the
enumerated Law School activities
since its sanctions range from let-
ters of reprimand to one-year
suspensions.

The LSDB by-laws provide two
checks to ensure that cases war-
ranting permanent dismissal are
investigated under the University
Honor System. First, By-law 1.5
states that the LSDB "shall have
no jurisdiction over cases being in-
vestigated under the University of
Virginia Honor System." Law
students witnessing acts that are
possibly reprehensible under the
University Honor System are not
foreclosed by the LSDB from pur-
suing an honor investigation. (The
LSDB shall have jurisdiction over
cases which are dropped from in-
vestigation before an accusation
under the University Honor
System). Second, By-law 2.6
states that the pre-trial panel may
refer a case to the University
Honor Committee if it believes the
Honor Committee is a "more ap-
propriate body" to hear the case.
This provision ensures that the
University Honor System will be
the first body to address cases
that may warrant permanent ex-
pulsion from the University
community.

Several aspects of the LSDB
differ from the procedures of the
University Honor System. In ad-
dition to ensuring that the Univer-
sity Honor System hears ap-

propriate cases, the SBA adopted
a pretrial procedure because it
believed no single person should
have the powe" to determine
whether a disciplinary violation
may have occurred or whether cer-
tain charges are appropriate for
trial. The pretrial procedure takes
these decisions out of the hands of
individuals and requires that three
elected representatives make
these determinations. This pro-
cess should improve consistency
in prosecutions for possible viola-
tions. Furthermore, the pretrial
procedure is designed to make the
accused student aware of the
charges against him and of his
rights within the system.

The LSDB trial procedures also
differ from those of the University
Honor System. First, the LSDB
propoal contemplates a change
from the traditional adversarial
trial procedures. It eliminates
lengthy and strategic questioning
of witnesses by counsel; instead, it
provides for short statements by
the investigator and the accused
student, followed by the
statements of witnesses whom the
panel also will question. The ac-
cused student or his defense ad-
viser may question any witness to
clarify his testimony.

Second, the LSDB trial pro-
cedures provide for separate votes
on guilt and sanction determina-
tions. The trial panel may examine
evidence of mitigating or ag-
gravating factors after guilt has
been determined in order to deter-
mine the appropriate sanction.
Aggravating factors include past
LSDB convictions; mitigating fac-
tors include sanctions already im-
posed by other Law School
groups.

The SBA believes the LSDB
proposal addresses the concerns of
both law students and the Univer-
sity in general. Much time and ef-
fort has gone into the develop-
ment of the LSDB. We strongly
urge you to vote in favor of the
establishment of the Law School
Disciplinary Board on Feb. 13 and
14.

The Student Bar Association

Grievances
To the Editor:

In recognition of Black History
Month, BLSA (Black Law
Students Association) will be us-
ing this space in the following
weeks to elaborate on some of the
problems we have with the Univer-
sity of Virginia Law School. It is
our hope that this letter and the
others that will follow will raise

the consciousness of both ad-
ministrators and students to the
problems black students face at
the Law School and the need for
change. This first letter will
highlight our concerns.

Last semester the Law School
faculty approved a plan by which
three black third year law
students will participate in the
deliberations of the Admissions
Committee Subcommittee on
Minority Admissions. The pro-
blem with the plan is that BLSA
has no control over which
students will serve on the subcom-
mittee. The faculty adopted this
method of selection, despite the
fact that the SBA (Student Bar
Association) appoints students to
various committees in the Law
School. Surely, it is apparent to all
that what the SBA is to law school
committees in general, BLSA is to
the Minority Admissions Subcom-
mittee. BLSA can find no logical
reason for the disparate treatment
between two democratically
elected student organizations.
BLSA resents such treatment and
finds it patronizing.

Currently, the Law School has
three black faculty members. On-
ly one of these professors has per-
manent status. As far as BLSA is
aware the Law School's Appoint-
ments Committee (which is
responsible for faculty recruit-
ment) has made no effort to at-
tract new black faculty members
to the Law School. BLSA can only
wonder if it will take another stu-
dent boycott of classes to bring
more black faculty to the Law
School.

Each year literally hundreds of
law firms come to recruit UVa law
students. Many of the larger, 'more
prestigious firms have over 100
lawyers, but have no Black at-
torneys. Yet every year they come
to the Law School and pay lip ser-
vice to the goal of equal opportuni-
ty employment by interviewing
black law students. Every year
they leave and when hiring deci-
sions are made, no Blacks, be they
from UVa or elsewhere, are
chosen. Any law firm that has not
demonstated a commitment to hir-
ing Blacks, as well as other racial
minorities, should not be allowed
to recruit at the Law School. We
ask the Administration that these
law firms be banned from
recruiting at the Law School until
such time as at least one black
lawyer is hired.

The final insult to black law
students is the Administration's
decision to name the Law School
building "Henry Malcolm Withers
Hall". Withers was a soldier and
supporter of the Confederate Ar-
my. Naming the Law School
building after a Confederate
soldier shows an appalling lack of
sensitivity on the part of the Ad-
ministration. There is nothing
glorious or romantic about the
Confederacy. The Confederacy
represents a society that raped
our great-grandmothers and
emasculated our great-
grandfathers. To pay tribute to a
man such as Withers is to glorify a
society that violated all the laws
of human decency. Since the Law
School has seen fit to recognize
Withers in this manner, BLSA
demands the Law School name the
Moot Court Room after a black
American in recognition of the
financial, cultural, and
jurisprudential contributions we
have made to this school, this
state, and this country.

BLSA
Donald McEachin

LAW II

Kidcare
To the Editor:

Virginia Law Women was not
surprised by the results of a recent
poll inquiring into the need for
child care within the University
community. The lack of any
generally available facility at a

university of this size
demonstrates a deplorable lack of
concern for the needs of students,
staff and faculty trying to com-
bine child-rearing with education
or employment. This oversight is
particulary burdensome to
women, who are generally the
primary care givers.

Low cost, quality, reliable child
care is essential in any university
community. The difficulties of
locating a suitable, easily accessi-
ble child care facility can exacer-
bate the stress of being a full-time
student of staff member.

Those polled expressed a will-
ingness to pay for these services.
With 522 possibly eligible children
identified by the poll plus the
many who weren't reached, the
costs a child care center could
largely be offset by those utilizing
them. Other possible cost-saving
alternatives include establishing a
cooperative, using students as
part-time staff, and employing
volunteers from the community.
Even if the cost is not 100 percent
offset by such measures, Virginia
Law Women firmly believes that
the University has an obligation
to establish these facilities in the
immediately forseeable future.

We are pleased with the in-
itiative of those involved with the
University-wide survey, and ask
the Vice Presidential Planning
Group (to whom the results have
been submitted for consideration)
to make the creation of adequate
child care facilities a number one
priority. In addition, the specific
child care requirements of the
North Grounds community re-
quire special attention. A needs
assessment of North Grounds
alone must be conducted. Once the
number of children to be cared for
can be estimated, steps must be
taken to create such a facility.
With the upcoming expansion of
the business school and Cafe
North, and the construction of
recreational facilities, space could
easily be allocated for a North
Grounds child care facility.
Virginia Law Women urges
serious consideration of such
plans and looks forward to their
realization in the near future.

Virginia Law Women
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To the Editor:
On Tuesday February 19th,

Virginia Law Women unanimous-
ly voted to support and encourage

full divestiture by the University of
Virginia in firms and companies
conducting business in South
Africa. Virginia Law Women adds
its voice to the growing number of
campus organizations calling for
complete divestiture by the
University.

As a women's organization, we
deal with problems of discrimina-
tion and oppression daily, but
these pale when compared to the
heinous situation in South Africa.
As Americans, we are aware of the
value of equality in a pluralistic
society. As a student organization
of future lawyers and leaders of
our society we must make a state-
ment about the current economic
relationship between American
corporations and South African
policy of apartheid.

The South African government
fears divestiture. However, as

long as no action is taken, the
threat is without teeth. Only when
there is movement toward
divestiture will the threat become
credible and will the South
African government improve the
treatment of Africans in their own
homeland.

We call upon the University of
Virginia to divest from firms and
companies doing business in
South Africa. The subtle genocide
of native Africans is no less alarin-
ing than Hitler's visible genocide
of Jews in Nazi Germany. Worfiay
not believe that this coid happen
in 1985, yet no one believed that it
could happen jin 1940 either.

We can no longer remain silent
as this abhorrent policy of apar-
theid continues to oppress
millions of human beings in their
homeland daily. It is time to con-
vert moral condemnation into
economic sanctions which have a
much more persuasive effect on
South African policy.

It is deplorable that a nation

Letters
with such a flagrant disregard for
universal human rights could
coexist in friendly relations with
and garner economic support from
other nations in 1985.

The University of Virginia has a
tradition of building some of our
nations most respected leaders.
We only ask that they continue
that tradition by setting an exam-
ple for us to follow by taking a
stand against South African
apartheid.

Virginia Law Women

To the Editor:
Punctuality. The merits of

timeliness pervade the expecta-
tions of most. The statute ,of
limitations is the telling example
in our legal structure. The world
demands it, yet professors are im-
mune from sanctions for its
egregious breach. Only justifica-
tion or excuse exculpates. Surely
deadlines have rationales suppor-

ting them or else, why
deadlines?

Doubtless these thoughts are
the manifestations of the boiling
frustration that every student of
Charles Goetz must feel. Hapless
first year students and an indif-
ferent administration are either
too frightened or too reluctant to
hold his road-weary feet to the
fire. A professor whose teaching
philosophy is predicated upon
"hidhig the ball" should not be
allowed to engage in a game of
"hide the grade". Anxiety is a
debilitating force in law school to
some and given the experience of
his last years' students, who
would dispute that waiting pro-
longs the pain.

If anyone ever paled in com-
parison, it is Charles Goetz. Let's
take a brief look at two who made
the deadline. One suffered through
a family tragedy and managed to
grade three times as many exams
by the deadline as Goetz was sup-
posedly required to. The other

labors under the burden of a
physical handicap, and he too
found a way to finish his evalua-
tions in time. His exam load was
also three times that of the
lethargic Goetz. The heroic efforts
of those who made the February
15 date are appreciated by all and
the lack of effort displayed by
Goetz is abhorred in principle by
that same group. One who taught
that reasonableness was just a
smokescreen with respect to
reliance will have no trouble label-
ing his own omission
"unreasonable."

Hang up your Nikes for an after-
noon, professor, and do the job
that you failed to do last semester.
There's a best efforts clause in
your contract. Mitigate the
damage you've done. End our con-
tractual peril and grade our
exams.

A member of Section C

So you're black and you want to come to law school at Virginia?
By Connie Clay

A friend from my alma mater
called me the other day. Despite
her excitement, she managed to
tell me that she had been accepted
at the Law School. She was prac-
tically ready to pack her bags and
come at once. While she spoke, I
decided that it would be a disser-
vice to her and to our friendship if
I did not warn her about the Law
School, UVA, and Charlottesville.
I did not want her to be shocked
by UVA as I was.

I started by telling her that the
Law School did seem to have a ge-
nuine interest in admitting more
blacks. However, the Law School
has not made any progress in the
employment arena for blacks.

"You see," I said to her, "going
to a top ten law school can be a
wonderful experience. On the sur-
face, coming to UVA Law School
seems like a smart career move.
But the blacks at UVA Law
School are granted very few inter-
views from the employers who
visit the school, fewer call backs,
even fewer fly badks, and of
course, offers are almost non-

existent. Blacks have been admit-
ted to the Law School in sjgnifi-
cant numbers for9boibt ten 'eas,
yet in that decade the Placement
Office has refused to impose affir-
mative action standards on the
employers who recruit here."

"Well," she countered, "it must
be grades. Blacks at the Law
School are simply not making the
same grades that their white
counterparts are."

"You're absolutely right," I
assured her. I told her that the
Law School required its professors
to grade their classes on a B mean,
thus, a B is equivalent to a C on
the undergraduate level. The ma-
jority of the blacks at the Law
School receive grades below B.
And a disproportionately
high number of blacks receive the
unacceptable grades of D and F.

"Well," she said, "I'll simply
come in, domy work to the best of
my ability, make Law Review, and
change everything." I told her
that nothing would make me hap-
pier than to see her break the color
barrier of the Law review.
" So, Connie," she said, "are

you implying that the Law School
is racist?"

"No, I m not implying that it's
racist, I quipped, "I'm saying
that it is racist and repugnabt to
the aspirations of its black
students."

Then I explained to her that she
really should not be surprised by
any of the blatantly racist prac-
tices perpetrated by the Law
School. After all, the edifice is
named after a Confederate soldier,
Henry Malcolm Withers.

Opinion
"Well," she said, "I guess the

Law School is pretty bad, but at
least you have the undergraduate
campus to turn to."

"Well, let's talk about, the
undergraduate campus," I said.
Of course she knew about UVA's
infamous "honor code." I told her
that honor trials are supposed to
be confidential processes unless
the accused student decides to
have an open trial. But the system
doesn't work like that for black

star athletes. I told her about the
accused student who happened to
be a basketball player who chose
to have a closed honor trial in-
timate details of his "closed" trial
managed to get leaked to the
press.

"So what finally happened?"
she said.

"He was acquitted," I said,
"but only after he was tried and
convicted by the media - campus
publications included."

"While we're on sports," I add-
ed, "a few weeks ago there was an
incident involving a black couple
and three white members of the
football team. The details are still
clouded, but three impartial
witnesses to the occurrence said
that the football players shouted
racial slurs and threw stones at
the couple as they sat in their car
waiting for the stop light to
change. The Charlottesville police
department dropped the in-
vestigation because the couple
decided not to press charges. The
athletic director characterized the
exchange as 'just a snowball
fight.' Therefore, he and the foot-

ball coach concluded that the
players did not need to be
reprimanded and no further in-
vestigation was necessary.

"I thought that athletes were
held to a higher standard than
other students," she questioned.

"Not at UVA," I chuckled.
"I'm tired of hearing about

UVA," she sighed, "tell me about
Charlottesville."

"With pleasure," I said. I told
her about the social life, or lack
thereof, and the liberal check-
writing policy that most mer-
chants afford UVA students.

"It's a relief to see that at least
the town is color blind," she said.

"Not exactly," I countered,
"You see, my friend, Grammy
Award winning jazz and classical
trumpeter Wynton Marsalis
played to two sold out audiences
at the University on the same day
that a bank was robbed in
Charlottesville. Before Marsalis
and company could leave Charlot-
tesville they were stopped twice
by state police for questioning
about the bank robbery."

"Well, I'm sure they had a good
reason," my naive friend said.

"Oh they did," I declared sar-
castically, "the bank robbers were
black and Marsalis and company
are black. Moreover, the bank rob-
bers left the scene of the crime in a
light gray vehicle, and the Mar-
salis vehicle was a gold Peugot.

"Well, Connie," she said, "like
any other educational institution
Thomas Jefferson's University
has its problems."

"Yes that's true," I said
facetiously, "but should anyone
expect much more from a school
founded by someone who claimed
to detest slavery yet owned slaves
himself?"

"So what's the bottom line?"
she asked with disgust.

"The bottom line," I said, "is
that, as a friend, I can't encourage
you to come here, but if you do
come, at least you'll know what
you have in store for you."

Connie Clay is a first-year stu-
dent at the Law School. She at-
tended Howard University for her
undergraduate studies.

Handicapped face problems at law school
By Anne Rossheim

While handicapped members of
the Law School community praise
students, faculty, and staff for
their responsiveness to their pro-
blems, they are critical of the
University for failing to address
existing architectural barriers to
persons confined to wheelchairs.

This week is Handicapped
Awareness Week, declared to
draw attention to the special pro-
blems of disabled people.

According to Professor Daniel
Meador, currently the only blind
person at the law school, the law
building is "as convenient and
easy a building (for him to get
around in) as any building is likely
to be." The building's regular
layout, straight corridors, and
turns at right angles make it
easier to navigate than a building
with many curves and steps at ir-
regular intervals. Meador's rule of
thumb on the subject is that the
more interesting and appealing a
design is to the eye, the more like-
ly it is to be difficult, inconve-
nient, or tricky for the blind. Ac-
cordingly, he says that the central
grounds are a "more than usually
difficult" place for a blind person
to get to know because of their
hills and curving roads. However,
covering the grounds with a guide
and studying the University's tac-
tile map of the grounds can help a
blind person to develop a mental
map of the layout of the buildings
and their relation to other things.
Mobility for the blind, he conclud-
ed, is not a matter of removing
physical impediments because
blindness does not impair move-
ment. Rather, it is a matter of
determination since, "if you want
to get from point A to point B bad-
ly enough, you'll get there."

Problems of access at the

University for those with mobility
disabilities, on the other hand, is
largley a matter of removing
physical impediments. Professor
Ernest F. Folk, who describes his
disability as fairly typical, is con-
fined to a wheelchair but retains
the use of his upper body. While he
characterizes the Law School's at-
titude toward the disabled as one
of awareness and willingness to
try to accomodate, he calls the
building "tremendously pro-
blematic." According to Folk, the
doors are "intolerably difficult" to
open and the bathrooms, even
with the stalls designed for the
handicapped, are "all but
useless." The fact that equipment
designed for the disabled is unfit
for their use for Folk underscores
the complexity of the problem. He
noted that University architects
and planners think they unders-
tand the problems of the disabled,
but they don't.

The water fountains at the Law
School are another example'. They
were lowered to make them ac-
cessible to wheelchair users, but
are so bulky that a wheelchair can-
not fit underneath. Folk thinks
that problems like these could be
avoided if wheelchair users were
consulted before architectural
changes for their benefit were
made.

Third-year law student and
UVA graduate Gail Ogle, also a
wheelchair user, called the law
school "a Utopian world, it's so ac-
cessible." She was reluctant
to "nit-pick" over the inac-
cessibility of the water fountains,
stressing that being able to get in-
to the building and having a seat
reserved for her at every desk was
"a wonderful thing, a privilege."

She cited transportation as the
major access problem at the

University. Currently the Univer-
sity provides no form of transpor-
tation that can be used by
students in wheelchairs, which
means that disabled students
must have cars of their own to get
around the University and city.
Ogle says that this lack of
transportation has "definitely
limited my freedom." She has her
own car and driver, but must be
pushed in a collapsible non-
motorized wheelchair when she
reaches her destination by car
because the car cannot ac-
comodate her motorized
wheelchair. A University bus
equipped with a wheelchair lift
would permit her to reach her
destination with her motorized
chair and with greater ease. She
described the Charlottesville
transportation service for the
disabled, JAUNT, as prohibitively
expensive, not flexible enough for
a student schedule, and frequently
involving long waits. Purchasing
her own van is another option that
she cannot afford.

Ogle's other complaint about
access at the University is the
lack of cooperation she has receiv-
ed as an undergraduate and a
graduate student from the Univer-
sity's coordinator for disabled
students, Peter Stark. She named
Stark as "possibly the biggest
obstacle to disabled students."
Stark is the person a student is
supposed to contact when a pro-
blem arises. In her first semester
at UVA Ogle enrolled in a class in
Old Cabell Hall, then inaccessible.
When she called Stark to try to
solve the problem, he told her to
drop the class. Instead, she ar-
ranged with several students in
the class to have them carry her in
and out. Now the class would pro-
bably be moved to an accessible

room. According to Ogle, this inci-
dent is typical of Stark's attitude
regarding architectural barriers to
the disabled.

Another such incident occured
when Ogle first began law school.
There were no curb cuts on Arl-
ington Boulevard enabling her to
cross the street from her apart-
ment to the law school. When she
sought help from Stark, he sug-
gested that sie drive to school.
For Ogle to drive across the street
is a major undertaking, involving
the difficult in itself task of get-
ting in and out of the car, hiring a
driver for that time, and arranging
for one wheelchair to be used to
get into the car and another to get
around at school.

When informed of these
criticisms, Stark responded that
he is not an advocate for the
disabled, but is responsible for the
University's "legal and moral du-
ty to reasonably accomodate their
needs." He feels that Ogle's needs
have been accomodated since she
has not contacted him with any
difficulties in two years and at-
tributes past problems he has had
with her to personality conflicts.
Ogle for her part explains that she
no longer brings her problems to
Stark because she had "learned
through experience that the best
way to deal with him is not to deal
with him at a." As a final note,
Ogle added that Stark's office
itself was not accessible until just
two months ago when a ramp was
installed. Thus while Ogle is pleas-
ed that the buildings have "im.
proved a lot" since she first came
here, she points out that they still
have a long way to go.

Anne Rossheim is a member of the
Legal Assistance Society's Com-
mittee on the Rights of the Han-
dicapped
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Phonathon

volunteers

needed
Get a free breakfast, lunch, din-

ner or all three during the Law
School Phonathon next Tuesday
and Wednesday, March 5 and 6.
The Law School Foundation's An-
nual Giving Program is calling for
volunteers to phone alumni on
those days to secure donations.
Last year, the Phonathon raised
$27,000, which we suspect made
up a large part of the $80,000 that
the Foundation gives to law stu-
dent organizations each year.
Food, beverages (there are your
meals) and prizes are available for
participants who work hour (or
longer) shifts out of a room in the
library's Phase Two. Hours are 9
a.m. to 8 p.m. As for prizes, just
ask that silver-tongued devil,
Peter Mahoney, we're told ...
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MOSBY’S RANGERS

A Few Golden Nuggets

“As glides in seas the shark

Rides Mosby through green dark”
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Rouss Hall

Henry Malcolm 

Withers Hall
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Screenshots taken on July 8, 2020. 
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Appendix 2: Secondary Readings 

 

Mosby’s Rangers:  
1. Linda Wheeler, “The Rough and Tough Exploits of Confederate Raider John Mosby,” 

The Washington Post, September 7, 2012. 
Online: https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/the‐rough‐and‐tough‐exploits‐
of‐confederate‐raider‐john‐mosby/2012/09/07/af2f5c32‐f49c‐11e1‐892d‐
bc92fee603a7_story.html 

 
2. Dennis Frye, “’I Resoled to Play a Bold Game’ John S. Mosby as a Factor in the 1864 

Valley Campaign,” in Gary W. Gallagher, ed., Struggle for the Shenandoah: Essays on 
the 1864 Valley Campaign (Kent State University Press, 1991).  

 
3. Robert MacKay, Uncivil War: Irregular Warfare in the Upper South, 1861‐1865 

(Norman, OK: University of Oklahoma Press, 2004).  
See Chapter 3 on Mosby’s Rangers.  
 

 
Kansas City, Missouri 

1. Sherry Lamb Schirmer, A City Divided: The Racial Landscape of Kansas City, 1900‐1960 
(University of Missouri Press, 2002).  
Ebook (Netbadge): https://ebookcentral‐proquest‐
com.proxy01.its.virginia.edu/lib/uva/reader.action?docID=3570718&ppg=1 
See especially Chapter 1, “Social Status and Control of Space” and Chapter 2, “Setting 
Boundaries: The Emergence of Jim Crow, 1900‐1920.” 

 
2. Amy Fluker, Commonwealth of Compromise: Civil War Commemoration in Missouri 

(University of Missouri Press, 2020). 
Ebook: https://muse.jhu.edu/book/74978 
See especially Chapter 4 on Missouri’s Confederate veteran organizations, their 
commemoration of the Lost Cause, their connection to the Democratic party, and their 
incorporation of racism in organizational addresses. 
 

3. Larry H. Grothaus, “The Negro in Missouri Politics, 1890‐1941” (Ph.D. diss., University 
of Missouri, 1970).  

For an extended discussion of the 1880‐1910 period of Missouri and Kansas City politics, 
see Chapter 2. 
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